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Abstract 

In this thesis the development of a single pass non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) CO2 gas sensor 

with a path length of 30mm and with a lowest level CO2 detectivity of 20 ppm is described. A 

single pass NDIR CO2 sensor was developed in order to better understand the effect of the 

different sensor components i.e. the infrared source, thermal detector and the interference filter 

has on the NDIR CO2 gas sensor’s sensing ability for the industrial gas sensing application. . The 

study of various IR sources, detectors and filters has resulted in developing methodology that can 

be used for characterising IR sources detectors and filters from an application point of view. The 

obtained result from such application specific characterisation shows a more realistic measure of 

the NDIR CO2 sensor’s individual components performance characteristic, than what is quoted 

by the manufacturer of the IR sources, detectors and filters. The developed characterisation 

methodology is novel in its own right as such methodology currently to the author’s knowledge 

does not exist in the available literature.   

In order to better understand the effect of different infrared (IR) source, detectors and filters four 

different types of IR sources (microbulb, membrane type source, IR-LED source and ICX 2D-

metallo photonic crystal sources/detector pair), three different type of IR detectors Pyroelectric 

detectors, Thermopile detectors and 2D-metallo photonic crystal source/detector pair and two 

interference filters were investigated. A new amplitude modulation (AM) scheme was developed 

for driving the 2D-metallo photonic crystal device as a detector. This has resulted in an 

improvement of the 2D-metallo photonic crystal devices detectivity by a factor of 10
2
 compared 

to the standard / conventional / recommended scheme. Demonstrations of the performance of the 

developed NDIR CO2 gas sensor are also shown in this thesis.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Gas sensors have been estimated to be of value of £500M in 1995 in a global market, and 

infrared devices accounted for circa £100M [1]. In 2001 a report published by Frost and Sullivan 

stated that the European gas sensors market was rising [2].  

As a sensing instrument the gas sensor has always been very important due to its use in the 

automotive sector, application in combustion monitoring, food and beverage industry, heating 

and ventilation etc. For some time there has been a great deal of interest in research and 

development work into gas sensing instruments. Various industry sectors are now also showing 

their interest in gas sensing instruments that are more accurate, have greater sensitivity, have the 

ability to monitor online and are readily compatible with various computer controls. Such 

activities are on the other hand fuelling the further research and development work in the field of 

gas sensing sensor development. 

This thesis is concerned with improving NDIR CO2 gas sensor performance by having a better 

understanding of the relationship of different NDIR CO2 gas sensor components i.e. infrared (IR) 

sources, thermal detector and interference filters. The thesis also includes experimental results 

that also shows how NIDIR CO2 gas sensor’s performance could be further improved by utilising 

1 
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innovations that are currently taking place in the mid-IR source and in the area of thermal 

detectors. 

Carbon dioxide is the fourth most common gas present in the earth’s atmosphere with an average 

concentration of about 380 ppm [3]. Carbon dioxide is one of the most common by-products of 

the respiratory system of the living organisms [4]. Human beings every exhaled breath consist of 

average CO2 concentration of about 3.8% [5]. Carbon dioxide is an insidious gas as a result it is 

difficult for humans to recognise the changes in its concentration. The gas is harmless in low 

concentration but life threatening at high enough concentration (e.g. more than 30,000 ppm for a 

short term exposure of 15 minutes and more than 5000 ppm for 8 hour time weighted average) 

[6]. Therefore it is important to have a reliable way to monitor the concentration of carbon 

dioxide in the environment. The measurement of CO2 gas concentration has a long history, 

which has resulted in the development of several chemical and physical methods such as: gas 

chromatography [7,8], Infrared analysis [9], C
14

 isotope measurement [10], mass spectrometry 

[11] and FT-IR spectroscopy [12]. 

1.2 Presently available CO2 gas sensor 

At present there exist two types of gas sensors that are commonly used for monitoring CO2 

concentration in air, i.e. NDIR [13] and solid electrolyte type sensor [14]. However NDIR gas 

sensor has more technical advantages in comparison to solid electrolyte type of sensors in terms 

of its long term repeatability, measurement accuracy, and the amount of power it consumes rate 

during CO2 measurement [15]. This is why NDIR sensors are preferred for applications, which 

requires real-time measurement of carbon dioxide. NDIR gas sensing method relies on the fact 

that some gas absorbs infrared spectrum at a particular wavelength, this allows the NDIR gas 
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sensor to have high selectivity and sensitivity in open air conditions [16]. It can be employed to 

measure the concentration of the CO2 gas as a function of the absorbance of infrared light at a 

specific wavelength (4.26µm) [17]. NDIR optical gas sensors are typically composed of an 

infrared emitter, a gas cell and an infrared detector where the transmitted radiation is measured 

[18]. Figure 1-1 shows the schematic diagram of an NDIR gas sensor. 

 

Figure 1-1. Schematic diagram of an NDIR gas sensor taken from [19] 

 

1.3 Motivation behind this work 

While writing this thesis to the author’s knowledge there exists no standard application-specific 

characterisation methodology for the individual components (IR sources, detectors and 

interference filters) of an NDIR CO2 gas sensor. Such characterisation methodology is necessary 

in order to better understand the performance characteristics of the individual components of the 

NDIR CO2 gas sensor. The combined performance of the individual components of the NDIR 

CO2 gas sensor on the other hand results in the actual performance of the NDIR CO2 gas sensor. 

In the standard design of an NDIR CO2 gas sensor the IR source tends to be a tungsten filament 

lamp or commonly known as the microbulb. The microbulb is not an efficient emitter in the mid-

IR spectrum of electromagnetic radiation [20]. It is therefore necessary to look in to other 
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alternative mid-IR sources that could also be a possible source in the NDIR CO2 gas sensor. A 

substantial amount of work is also needed in better under NDIR CO2 sensor’s signal to noise 

characteristics and investigate possible way in which it could be further improved to give better 

gas concentration measurement resolution at the lower end of the gas concentration measurement 

scale.  

The work in this thesis is also part sponsored by a sensor manufacturing company Alphasense 

Ltd. The sponsoring company as a contributor towards this work has also provided a standard 

NDIR CO2 sensor specification see Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1. NDIR CO2 gas sensor system specifications supplied by Alphasense Ltd 

Specification supplied by Alphasense Ltd 

Range 0-3 or 0-5%Vol 

Resolution ±100ppm on the background CO2 

concentration 400ppm 

Light source Tungsten filament lamp along with other 

novel mid-IR sources 

Detector Thermopile or Pyroelectric 

Supply voltage 3V DC 

Response time 3 seconds 
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The purpose of such specification is two-fold; firstly it is to familiarise the reader with a standard 

NDIR CO2 gas sensor specification, secondly the sensor specification table also shows where the 

sensor manufacturer would want to investigate further namely light source and detectors, in order 

to make improvements in the signal to noise performance of the NDIR CO2 sensor. Note the 

Table 1-1 does not say where the performance of the existing sensors falls short rather it provides 

target for improvement highlighted above namely the signal to noise performance of the NDIR 

CO2 gas sensor. 

1.4 Aims and objectives of this work 

The focus of this thesis is to design and build an improved NDIR CO2 gas sensor through 

gaining a better understanding of the working principle and performance characteristic of the 

individual components of an NDIR CO2 gas sensor, through developing characterisation 

methodology for the IR source, detector and interference filter. There has been a lot of literature 

available in the area of improved and novel design for mid-IR sources. The literature mostly 

illustrates the effectiveness of the source from the point of view of its operating wavelength, 

power consumption and its possible use in the NDIR gas sensing. The same can be applied for in 

the area of thermal detector technology. However these advancements are reported 

independently of each other, and each presents data without taking into account of the effect 

others when designing an NDIR gas sensor. Figure 1-2 is presented in order to illustrate the 

various disciplines of physical sciences that are contributing in different areas of mid-IR 

spectrum, which when taken in to account as a whole can possibly result in the development of a 

better NDIR gas sensor. 
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Figure 1-2. Improvements made by different disciplines that are making an impact in the 

improvement of NDIR gas design 

 

Work has been done in this thesis in investigating these novel mid-IR sources, detectors and 

interference filters from an application point of view. The obtained results are then used in 

developing a better NDIR gas sensor and assessing its performance. 

1.5 Novelty of this work 

The developed methodology for characterisation of IR sources, detectors and interference filters 

from an application point of view is a novel characterisation process. This methodology has 

resulted in new application specific figure of merit DG for thermal detectors, which gives a more 

realistic performance characteristic compared to the quoted characteristic of the detector 

manufacturer. 
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Investigation in the novel mid-IR sources and detectors has resulted in application of amplitude 

modulation for driving a novel 2d-metallo photonic crystal source /detector device. This has 

improved the device signal to noise ratio (SNR) by 10
3
. 

A bench-top single pass (30mm optical pathlength) NDIR CO2 gas sensor has been developed 

for the purpose of comparing different combinations of mid-IR source and detectors under a 

controlled experimental condition. The developed NDIR CO2 gas sensor allows one to look at 

the effect of IR sources and detectors and optimise different aspects such as source drive voltage, 

modulation frequency and optical pathlength in order to further improve NDIR CO2 sensor 

performance such as lowest level of detectivity, signal to noise performance and sensor gas 

concentration measurement resolution. As a result of the characterisation work, a new 

combination of source and detector and modulation frequency was applied to the developed 

bench-top NDIR gas sensor. This has resulted in a 10ppm CO2 sensing ability by the developed 

NDIR CO2 gas sensor.  

1.6 Thesis layout 

Chapter 2, introduces mid infrared spectroscopy (mid-IR) and non dispersive infrared (NDIR) 

gas sensing technique and its sensing principal. In this chapter the theoretical background of the 

NDIR gas sensing technique is discussed. In this chapter a general outline of the infrared 

absorption spectroscopy is presented. Spectroscopic properties of the CO2 molecule are also 

presented along with how such properties can be used from an NDIR sensor design point of 

view. A detailed discussion of the NDIR CO2 gas sensor from a measurement and 

instrumentation point of view is also made. 
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Chapter 3 introduces the different methods of optical gas sensing. The chapter describes the 

operating principles of the different methods, and their areas of application. Towards the end of 

chapter 3 different gas sensing techniques are compared and their suitability as an analytical 

instrument in the industrial environment is also assessed. 

Chapter 4 details the working principles of thermal detectors. This chapter describes the 

developed methodology for characterising mid-IR thermal detectors (pyroelectric and 

thermopile) and optical interference filters, which are to be used in an NDIR CO2 gas sensor. A 

new application specific figure of merit for the thermal detector is also presented. Under normal 

circumstances thermal detector’s figures of merit are quoted without any optical interference 

filter in front of the detector. However in order to give NDIR gas sensor the much needed 

wavelength selectivity, thermal detectors need to have optical interference filters in front of 

them; it is therefore also necessary to characterise the optical interference filters so that an actual 

understanding of the filter performance is obtained. Finally the characterisation data is 

demonstrated and compared with the results of previously published work from the various 

thermal detector manufacturers. Chapter 4 also looks in to the ICX Plasmon SensorChip
TM

. The 

device is characterised as a detector using the developed characterisation methodology. In this 

chapter a novel way of running the device has also been described, which shows better 

performance when compared with the manufacturer proposed way of running the detector. 

Results from both methods (the novel way and the standard way) of running the device were 

further compared from an NDIR CO2 gas measurement point of view.  

Chapter 5 describes the working principles of different mid-IR sources (mid-IR LED, ICX 

Plasmon source, membrane source and tungsten filament lamp). It also describes the 

methodology that was adopted for characterising different sources in a manner so that the 
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characterisation data are comparable to each other. The characterisation data are also compared 

with previously published work on mid-IR sources. 

Chapter 6 describes the development process of the test rig / bench-top NDIR CO2 gas sensor. 

This chapter also outlines the process of incorporating the characterised source and detectors in 

the developed bench-top NDIR CO2 gas sensor for the purpose of CO2 sensing, and also to 

comparing the effectiveness of the novel source and detectors for a practical gas measurement 

point of view. Here a new combination of the source and detector pair is and evaluated. The 

obtained sensor performance in CO2 sensing is also compared with the standard configuration of 

NDIR CO2 gas sensor. The chapter also contains a description of an industrial trial of the 

developed NDIR CO2 gas sensor. A detailed discussion on the testing of the developed NDIR 

CO2  gas sensor at the sensor manufacturer premises are also presented at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 7, the final chapter, brings to a close the thesis with a summary of the results and 

conclusions from the work. Methods of characterising mid-IR sources and detectors are 

discussed in the chapter and other possibilities for future work finalise the work presented. 
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2. Mid-IR spectroscopy and 

NDIR gas sensing 

2.1 Introduction 

Spectroscopy can be defined as the study of the interaction of electromagnetic (EM) waves and 

matter [1]. Table 2-1 shows various bands of the EM spectrum and their application in 

spectroscopic analysis. 

Table 2-1 The Electromagnetic spectrum and its associated spectroscopic techniques taken 

from [1]. 

 Frequency / Hz Wavelength Transition Spectroscopic technique 

Radio 

frequency 

region 

3×10
6
-3×10

10
 10m-1cm Reversal of spin of a 

nucleus or electron 

Nuclear magnetic 

resonance(n.m.r) or  

Electron spin resonance 

(e.s.r) 

Microwave 

region 

3×10
10 

-3×10
12

  1cm-100µm Transitions between 

different rotational 

levels 

Rotational spectroscopy 

Infra-red 

region 

3×10
12 

-3×10
14

 100µm-700nm molecular 

vibrational modes 

Vibrational spectroscopy 

Visible and 

ultra-violet 

3×10
14 

-3×10
16

 700nm-10nm Transitions between 

energies of valence 

electrons 

Electronic  spectroscopy 

 

2 
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In this chapter a discussion on absorption spectroscopy, theory of NDIR technique and a 

description of instrumentation design using NDIR technique will be presented. 

2.2 Absorption spectroscopy 

A given molecule can have many energy states; e.g. it may possess rotational energy by virtue of 

bodily rotation about its centre of gravity; it will have vibrational energy due to the periodic 

displacement of its atoms from their equilibrium position; it will have electronic energy since the 

electrons associated with the each atom or bond are in continuous motion. It was first proposed 

by Max Planck that energy emitted or absorbed by an atom or a molecule are quantised. This 

theory later on came to be known as the Planck’s law of radiation, Figure 2-1 shows the two 

quantised energy states and it is related by the frequency of the absorbing or emitting photon 

multiplied with Planck’s constant h : 

 
34 2where is Planck'sconstant 6.626 10 m kg/s

is frequencyin Hz

E h

h







 

   (2.1) 

 

Figure 2-1. The Electromagnetic spectrum and its associated spectroscopic techniques 

taken from [1]. 
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The significance of this theory is, if we take a molecule in an energy state E1 and direct on to it a 

beam of monochromatic radiation of frequency ν, energy will be absorbed from the beam and the 

molecule will jump to energy state E2. If a detector is placed to collect the radiation after its 

interaction with the molecule, it will show that the radiation intensity has decreased. Also if we 

use a beam containing a wide range of frequencies e.g. white light, we can observe that that 

energy has been absorbed only from a particular frequency with other frequencies being 

undiminished in intensity. This forms the basis of the absorption spectroscopy. 

2.3 Rotational and vibrational energy and why CO2 absorbs at mid-IR 

wavelength 

The change in the rotational quantum number of a molecule can be seen in the microwave region 

of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. The process by which a spectrum arises from changes in 

rotational energy can be better understood by looking at the Figure 2-2. Here we can see a pure 

rotation around the dipole’s centre of gravity. The dipole changes orientation periodically. This 

fluctuation is similar in form to the fluctuating electric field of radiation. As a result interaction 

between electromagnetic radiation and matter can occur, energy can be absorbed or emitted. CO2 

also exhibits this form of behaviour when it interacts with IR radiation. 

 

 

Figure 2-2. The rotation of a polar diatomic molecule [1] 

 

 

Time 
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Vibrational energy is the result of the stretching and bending motion of the bonds of a molecule.  

 

 

Figure 2-3. Symmetric stretching vibration of the CO2 molecule with amplitude 

exaggerated, ‘δ’ denotes the charge density of the CO2 molecule [1] 

 

Figure 2-3 shows the mode of vibration known as the ‘symmetric stretch.’ The CO2 molecule is 

stretched and compressed alternately, but the dipole moment remains zero throughout the whole 

of this motion thus this form of vibration (symmetric stretch) is ‘infrared inactive’. However 

when there is an anti-symmetric stretch vibration as shown in Figure 2-4, one bond stretches 

while the other is compressed. This results in a periodic alteration in the dipole moment, and this 

mode of vibration is referred to as being ‘infrared active’. CO2 exhibits anti-symmetric mode of 

vibration and therefore it is called infrared active molecule and has the capability of absorbing 

infrared radiation with a wavelength of 4.25µm. 
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Figure 2-4. The asymmetric stretching vibration of CO2 , where ‘δ’ denotes the charge 

density of the CO2 molecule [1] 

 

2.4 Infrared absorption spectroscopy 

Measurement of the absorption of radiation is an important tool for detection of different gases. 

The approach permits the identification and determination of concentrations of different species 

because the absorption wavelengths and strengths are molecule specific. The spectra resulting 

from the absorption process can be observed over a broad portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum, from the microwave region, where rotational transitions are responsible for the 

absorption, to the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), where outer shell electronic transitions cause the 

characteristic absorption [2]. For chemical analysis and spectroscopic detection of gases the main 

wavelength ranges used are the near IR between 1.3μm and 2µm, the mid or fundamental IR 

between 2.5 and 25μm, and the visible to UV range 0.7 to 0.25 μm [2]. 

For the purpose of this project we are concentrating on infrared absorption spectroscopy. Infrared 

spectrum is further divided in to three areas namely near-IR, mid-IR and far-IR regions. CO2 
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sensing using NDIR technique falls in the mid-IR region, which is also known as the fingerprint 

region. This region is of particular interest because a great number of molecules exhibit strong 

absorption spectra in the mid-infrared region. This results in increased detection sensitivity. 

Figure 2-5 shows a high resolution CO2 spectrum, with its rotational fine structure in clear view 

on both sides of the central (vibrational) wavelength. 

 

Figure 2-5. High resolution CO2 spectrum, generated using CO2 molecule spectrum data 

from the high-resolution transmission molecular absorption database (HITRAN) [3]. In 

order to generate the above plot a CO2 concentration of 100% vol was used. 

 

Figure 2-6 shows other gases of interest which have IR absorption close to the CO2 absorption 

region, these are methane (CH4) and Water (H2O). 
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Figure 2-6. High resolution spectrum of CO2, CH4 and H2O obtained from the HITRAN 

database [3]. In order to generate these plots a concentration of 100%vol was used. 

 

2.5 Principle of absorption spectroscopy 

Quantitatively the absorption of radiation is expressed by the Beer-Lambert law [1]: 

 
0

klI
T e

I

   (2.2) 

Here T is the transmittance (also defined as the ratio of the transmitted radiation I to that of the 

incident radiation I0) k is the absorption coefficient measured in cm
-1

, and L is the path length 

measured in cm 

The above equation can also be written in the following form, where a new absorption 

coefficient α is introduced, which is independent of concentration and has units of cm
-1

 ppm
-1

. 

 
lcT e   (2.3) 

The concentration c is measured in ppm (parts per million).  
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Normally the performance of spectroscopic instruments e.g. FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared) 

are measured in terms of minimum detectable absorbance. This can be obtained by manipulating 

equation (2.3); 

 
0

ln

ln

A T

I
A

I

A lc



 
  

 



 (2.4) 

Where A is the absorbance in units of AU (absorbance units ). The path length l is normally 

known, and the concentration c can also be known during the process of calibration. 

2.6 Non dispersive infrared technique 

The IR gas absorption spectrum covers a wide range of the IR wavelength (2 to 20µm). This 

region of the IR spectrum is full of fine line structures and broad peaks, which are characteristics 

of different IR active gases. The wavelength positioning of such line structure gives information 

of the type of species of gas where the height of these lines gives information about the 

concentration of the particular gas. 

An instrument which generates such a gas spectrum is called a dispersive device. This is because 

in a dispersive gas sensor the IR radiation first goes through the gas and after this the IR 

radiation gets dispersed into a spectrum by a diffraction grating, a tunable filter or a prism prior 

to entering a suitable detector. These types of device are also known as gas spectrometers. 

In non-dispersive gas sensing applications the identities of the target gas is already known; as a 

result there is no need for gas spectrometry, however concentration of the target gas is normally 

unknown. However in NDIR gas sensor the transmitted IR radiation has an exponential relation 
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with the optical path length, the concentration of the gas in the medium and the absorption 

coefficient, denoted as α, which is a function of the wavelength and of the gas under test 

according to the Beer Lambert law. Unlike a dispersive gas sensor where IR radiation after 

interaction with the target gas gets dispersed into a spectrum, a non-dispersive gas sensor works 

by looks at the IR intensity variation at the gas absorbing wavelength of the target gas. Non-

dispersive gas sensor does not have any optical dispersive components i.e. by a diffraction 

grating, a tunable filter or a prism. This is why the technique is known as a non-dispersive 

technique. 

There are many applications of NDIR where it is desired to obtain quantitative information about 

one constituent or a few species in a mixture instead of obtaining a complete spectral scan [4]. 

Such applications include monitoring a single constituent in a process stream, and atmospheric 

gas analyses where a few important gases are routinely monitored. 

Infrared CO2 gas sensors are based on the attenuation of the incident IR radiation in specific gas 

absorption bands. This is achieved by the use of the optical band pass filters Figure 2-7 (c) shows 

the transmission spectra of the active and the reference channel filters. The transmitted radiation 

from the IR source depends on the length of the optical path of the gas cell, the gas concentration 

in the gas cell, and the absorption coefficient α, which is a function of the wavelength (for CO2 

NDIR gas sensor it is 4.25µm). 
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The left hand side y-axis refers to theCO2 absorption band spectra, 

and the right hand side y-axis refers to the reference and the active 

channel filter transmission. 

Figure 2-7. (a) the packaged sensor shown with dimensions as provided by the 

sponsoring company Alphasense Ltd (b) schematic view of the NDIR sensor (c) 

transmission spectra of the active and the reference channel filters. 
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2.7 NDIR sensor signal analysis 

The sensor operates based on the Beer – Lambert law as shown in equation 2.4. Equation 2.4 can 

also be written as 

 
0

1 M

M

V
Cl

V
   (2.5) 

V0M is the detector measurement channel output voltage due to the incident IR radiation 

I0M when there is zero gas in the gas cell                 

VM is the detector measurement channel output voltage due to the incident IR radiation 

IM when there is CO2 in the gas cell 

α absorption coefficient, this depends on the gas absorption lines    

 l stands for optical path length        

 C is the concentration of the target gas 

Now the left hand side of the equation 2.5 can be called fractional absorbance or FA for short. 

However, if one is to include the reference channel of the detector in equation 2.5 and assuming 

that, in the absence of gas, the voltage resulting from the reference channel due to the incident IR 

radiation on the reference channel of the detector is proportional to the voltage resulting from the 

measurement channel due to the incident IR radiation on the measurement channel then the 

equation 2.5 can be written as  

 0

0

1 .R M

M R

V V
Cl

V V
   (2.6) 
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Where the subscript R denote the reference channel of the detector. The value of V0R/V0M can be 

determined by flushing the gas cell with clean air. 

If α and l are held constant, then FA can be plotted against C as shown in Figure 2-8. 

 

 

 

 

From Figure 2-8 one can see that the value of FA increases with C but eventually saturates at 

higher gas concentration. This states that for any fixed setup the ability to resolve a change in gas 

level is better at the lower concentration than at high gas concentration. However since α and l 

are constant and they can be adjusted to give the optimum absorbance for the required range of 

gas concentration e.g. long optical path length is suitable for measuring low gas concentration 

Figure 2-8. Plot of typical fractional absorbance Vs gas concentration with a gas cell 

with a path length of 50mm 
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measurement and small optical path length is more suited for high gas concentration 

measurement.  

2.8 Chapter summary 

A description of the absorption spectroscopy is given, explanation of why CO2 molecule is IR 

active in light of the molecules vibrational and rotational energy state is presented, a 

mathematical description of the absorption spectroscopy along with the physical parameters that 

dictates the level of absorption is also presented, explanation of the non-dispersive technique is 

given and also shown how it is different from the dispersive technique. An explanation of the 

process through which the NDIR gas sensor senses the target gas concentration is presented. The 

NDIR technique is useful in detecting gasses that IR active. NDIR gas sensor uses IR source 

which emits broadband radiation. In order to detect the effect of this emitted IR radiation (how 

much of it is been absorbed by the target gas) on the target gas one uses dual channel thermal 

detector, which means there is essentially two thermal detector packaged in to one hermetically 

sealed metal container. Thermal detector tends to have a broad IR response. In order to make the 

NDIR thermal detector responsive to the IR absorption characteristic of the target gas (CO2) an 

optical filter with a central wavelength of 4.25µm (CO2 has a strong absorption at 4.25µm) is 

used in front of one of the thermal detector. The presence of this optical filter in front of the 

thermal detector makes it sensitive to the target gases absorption characteristic. The output 

electrical signal from this thermal detector varies with the variation of the target gas 

concentration in the gas cell e.g. higher CO2 concentration will result in smaller electrical signal 

due to larger IR absorption along the optical path length of the gas cell and lower concentration 

of CO2 would result in larger electrical signal due to small amount of absorption along the 

optical path length of the gas cell. The second thermal detector normally uses a 3.95µm optical 
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filter in front of the detector. This is because at 3.95µm there exist relatively low interfering 

agents such as H2O and CH4 see Figure 2 – 6. Ideally this thermal detector with a 3.95µm optical 

filter in front of it would produce constant electrical signal as it is not sensitive to any IR active 

species of gas. By having two thermal detector one sensitive to the target gas (CO2) and the other 

not sensitive to any IR active gas species one can compensate for the IR source intensity 

variation, which is normally related to the aging of the IR source. 

In the next chapter various optical and non-optical CO2 (or techniques that can potentially be 

used for CO2 sensing) sensing techniques are presented. This is to provide a general overview of 

different gas sensing techniques that are currently available. Following chapter also to describes 

why there is a need for NDIR CO2 sensing technique and the areas in which potential 

improvements can be made in order to make overall improvement in the NDIR sensor 

performance. 
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3. IR optical gas sensing 

techniques 

 

3.1 Introduction 

At present there exist in absorption spectroscopy different techniques which can detect the 

presence / absence of particular species of gas with different degrees of lowest level of detection 

ability. There is a wide variety of commercially available IR optical gas sensing instruments 

available which utilise various analytical techniques in order to perform sensing activities. These 

techniques can be broadly divided into five different categories;  

1) tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) 

2) dispersive-IR (DIR) 

3) optical correlation spectroscopy (OCS) 

4) photo acoustic spectroscopy (PAS) 

5) and non-dispersive IR (NDIR) 

In this chapter a general discussion of these five different techniques are presented, in order to 

provide the reader with the ability to compare NDIR technique with other IR gas sensing 

techniques. 

3 
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3.2 Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS) 

The key element of TDLAS is a tunable diode laser. This type of diode laser essentially has a 

very narrow line width in the region of MHz, which is narrower than the particular gas 

absorption line. It is therefore possible to use a tunable diode laser to scan across a gas 

absorption line. One key criterion is the diode laser should have the same lasing wavelength as 

the gas absorption feature it is to scan across. The TDLAS technique is still governed by the Beer 

Lambert law where gas concentration information is obtained through comparison of the 

intensity of the incident and transmitted laser radiation. Through scanning the gas absorption line 

and by applying the Beer Lambert law it is possible to get information about the gas absorption 

line profile, its pressure and temperature and concentration of the particular gas absorbing 

species. TDLAS is capable of carrying out high resolution gas measurement due to its ability to 

scan across a single gas absorption line, where the NDIR gas sensor does not have such ability to 

make a high resolution measurement like the TDLAS instrument. This is because NDIR 

technique typically uses a broadband source without any wavelength tuning ability. 

TDLAS also uses advance laser modulation techniques in order to make improvements in the 

instruments signal to noise parameter (SNR) these are wavelength modulation and frequency 

modulation technique. Following is discussion of both these techniques are presented along with 

the instrument setup schematics for both the wavelength modulation and for the frequency 

modulation. 

3.2.1 Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy (WMS) 

In this type of arrangement an additional low amplitude high frequency signal is added to the 

diode lasers scanning frequency. At the detector end interaction of this modulated laser signal 
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with the gas absorption line results in the generation of different harmonics of the modulation 

frequency. The signals of different harmonics can be measured through phase sensitive detection 

(2
nd

 harmonic of the detector signal), which is directly proportional to the gas absorption signal, 

Figure 3 - 1 shows a schematic diagram of a wavelength modulation tunable diode laser spectroscopy 

instrument. 

 

Figure 3-1. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for diode laser-based 

wavelength modulation spectroscopy. Taken from [1] 

 

Two key parts of the instrument that makes the Figure 3-1 instrument a wavelength modulated 

TDLAS instrument is the sinusoidal generator which is responsible for generating the low amplitude – 

high frequency wavelength modulating signal to the diode laser scanning frequency, and the lock-in 

amplifier which performs the phase sensitive detection at the harmonics of the wavelength modulating 

frequency on the incoming signal from the photodiode. The advantage of using such setup is, this allows 

one the ability to detect the absorption signal at a higher frequency, where the effect of the laser excess 

noise is reduced resulting in a better SNR value. A good SNR value essentially allows instrument such as 

the one described in Figure 3-1 have a better lower level of gas concentration detection ability.  
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3.2.2 Frequency Modulation Spectroscopy (FMS) 

In this setup a high frequency (Radio Frequency) RF signal is used to modulate the diode laser 

frequency, typically the RF signal used to modulate the diode laser frequency tends to be in the 

region of hundreds of MHz [2]. This is substantially higher than the half width frequency of the 

gas absorption line that is to be scanned Figure 3 – 2 shows the schematic setup of the FMS 

based TDLAS instrument. 

 

Figure 3-2. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for diode laser-based frequency 

modulation spectroscopy [1] 

 

The advantage of the FMS based TDLAS instrument over WMS based TDLAS instrument is 

that FMS based TDLAS has faster detection speed and it has higher detection sensitivity 

comparing to WMS based TDLAS instrument. This is because high frequency RF results in a 

faster modulation of the diode laser which in turns results in a faster scan of the gas absorption 
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line and the resulting signal from this scan can be detected at a region where the laser 1/f noise is 

negligible. 

3.3 Dispersive Infrared Spectroscopy (DIRS) 

The dispersive infrared spectrometer emerged in the 1940s [3]. It helped to spread the use of 

infrared spectroscopy as a common analytical technique. 

A dispersive spectrometer disperses the incoming radiation into its frequency or spectral 

component as shown in the Figure 3 – 3. A prism or a grating can act as the dispersive element in 

the dispersive spectrometer. A dispersive spectrometer can be further classified into two types: 

spectrographs and monochromators. 

 

Figure 3-3. Schematic of monochromator, a dispersive spectrometer in this diagram 

narrow slits are used (input and output slits) to select a particular spectral element, whose 

wavelength depends on the angle of the incident beam on the grating (only the output slit is 

shown on the figure) taken from [4] 
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A monochromator uses an entrance and exit slit for the radiation to pass through, a detector and rotating 

dispersive element allowing the user the ability to observe a select range wavelength, Figure 3 – 3 shows 

a simplified schematic of a monochromator.  

A spectrograph on the other hand uses an array of detector and contains a stationary dispersive element. 

The exit slit is also removed as shown in Figure 3 – 3, this gives the user the ability to observe a wide 

range of wavelength using stationary dispersive element and an array of detector. Spectrograph provides 

faster measurement comparing to monochromator and it utilises more expensive detection system. 

Through DIRS it is possible to analyse multiple gases and sub-ppm level detection is also 

possible [3]. However, the sheer instrument complexity and cost restricts the use of dispersive 

infrared spectroscopy to the laboratory environment only. 

3.4 Optical Correlation Spectroscopy (OCS) 

The method of OCS involves alternatively switching on/off between two different sources yet 

with identical spectral distribution. Figure 3 – 4 shows a schematic of a fibre optic based 

implementation of the correlation spectroscopy instrument [5]. In this arrangement the light from 

source one first goes through the reference cell containing 100% concentration the target gas. 

This as the light passes through the reference it also acquires the characteristic absorption 

spectrum of the target gas. The optical beam from the first source is then combined with the light 

beam from the second source, source two, which is 180
0
 out of phase with  source one. The 

combined optical beam may also need to be filtered to better match the absorption spectrum of 

the target gas, is then split one part of which is put through to the reference detector. Spectral 

intensities of the combined beams from source one and two are also adjusted so that the optical 

intensity observed by the reference detector is constant as the two optical sources are periodically 
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switched on and off. The other part of the combined light beam is passed through the 

measurement gas cell and on to the measurement detector. The gas concentration information is 

obtained by correlating the reference detector signal with that of the measurement detector 

signal. This is because if the combined beam while passing through the measurement cell 

encountered any gas which has an absorption spectrum same as the gas in the reference cell the 

component of the light that has not passed through the reference cell will experience a greater 

attenuation. This on the other hand from measurement detector will show up as an intensity 

modulation signal. When this intensity modulation signal is divided by the mean DC optical 

intensity an optical intensity index can be obtained from which a quantitative measure of the gas 

concentration can be obtained. 

 

Figure 3-4. Schematic of a fibre optic based implementation of the correlation spectroscopy 

instrument, taken from [4] 

 

Most recently the OCS technique has been implemented by Dakin et al to detect oxygen (O2) gas 

using two separate light sources that are modulated in anti-phase [6]. There has been also some 

work undertaken in the field of OCS to implement this technique for remote sensing and for 

environmental monitoring purposes [6]. 
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3.5 Photoacoustic Spectroscopy (PAS) 

The photoacoustic (PA) or photothermal phenomenon was first discovered by A. G. Bell in 

1890. The modern revival of the field was experimentally and theoretically pioneered by the 

work of Kreuzer [7]
 
and Rosencwaig [8]

 
in the early seventies. Nowadays, photoacoustics has 

expanded to encompass several other, not exclusively acoustic, thermal detection techniques 

Figure 3-5 shows one such arrangement where Distributed Feedback Laser (DFB) is used to scan 

back and forth across the absorption line of the target gas in the gas cell. On the other side of the 

gas cell the laser intensity is recorded by using an optical power meter. The gas cell containing 

the target gas also contains dual microphones (to detect the acoustic signal resulting from the 

periodic heating incident laser light, which excites the gas molecules and after a while the 

excited gas molecules relaxes back into their original state) whose modulation frequency is same 

as the resonance frequency of the gas cell. This way both microphones signals can be easily 

added together and send to the preamplifier and from there it can be demodulated by using a 

lock-in amplifier. 
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Figure 3-5. Schematic photoacoustic cell configuration taken from [9] 

 

Figure 3-5 also shows the DFB laser driving arrangement, the DFB laser tuned by feeding an 

external voltage ramp to the laser driver. There is also an additional low amplitude sinusoidal 

signal is applied to the laser drive current, which makes the laser line sweep back and forth 

across the absorption line. The application of the small amplitude sinusoidal signal allows to 

carryout phase sensitive detection for better SNR. Once the microphone signal is divided the 

optical power meter value will result in the normalisation of the microphone signal, therefore by 

calibrating the photoacoustic signal gas concentration measurements can be performed. 

3.6 Non-dispersive Infrared (NDIR) gas sensor 

The non-dispersive infrared gas analyser (NDIR) was invented and first used in Germany in the 

1930s [10]. The infrared absorption characteristics of gases have been used for quantitative 

analysis of gas mixture for many years. Despite the complexity of the optics and of the detection 
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system of an infrared spectrometer, this method was and is widely used for a large variety of 

laboratory and industrial gas analysis problems. The success in this early spectrometer for the 

purpose of gas analysis had resulted in a drive to develop simpler infrared equipment that could 

be more widely applied than the lab spectrometer. 

The scientific theory required to design and understand an infrared photometer was more or less 

completely developed by 1920 [9]. Issac Newton explored the spectrum of sunlight in 1666. In 

1752, Thomas Melvill of Scotland first observed spectral lines. William Herschel in 1800 used a 

prism and a thermometer to learn that rays providing maximum heating effect were beyond the 

visible red rays. Thomas Young used a diffraction grating in 1802 to discern the nature of colour 

in the wavelength of light. 1823, John Herschel described the use of spectral lines to detect 

chemicals. 1852, August Beer showed the logarithmic relation to Lambert and the Beer-Lambert 

law was born. During 1861 James Clerk Maxwell published his equations. In 1891, A. A. 

Michelson invented the interferometer. Max Plank proposed the quantum theory in 1900, the 

same year William Coblentz took IR spectra of organics. 1926 witnessed the discovery of wave 

mechanics by W Heisenberg and E. Schrodinger. All these discoveries dating back to 1666 gave 

the necessary scientific understanding that is required for the infrared photometer. 

3.6.1 NDIR principle and detection technique 

The early developers of infrared photometers had the complete theoretical frameworks to draw 

from. Nevertheless there was a lack of supplies of infrastructure, with most manufacturers 

having to build most part of their equipment. The art that lagged the most was the electronics. 

This is still the case in the field of NDIR and is a constant challenge in the field of 

spectrophotometer design. 
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The first NDIR photometer also known as Luft Infra-Red Analyser (LIRA) was made by Erwin 

Lehrer and Karl Luft [11]. Figure 3-6 shows the schematic diagram of LIRA setup. The LIRA 

operates by passing alternating IR radiation through the reference gas and through the 

measurement gas and then on to the detector. The device (LIRA) is required to be null balanced 

prior to the gas sensing application. This is done by filling the reference and the measurement 

gas cell with gas which has no spectral signature at the spectrum of interest. Furthermore 

balancing of the IR intensity is carried out by adjusting the blocking trimmer screw see Figure 

3-6. Once the device is null balanced the target gas is then introduced to the measurement cell 

which results in signal modulation at the detector. The modulation is directly proportional to the 

gas concentration of the gas in the measurement gas cell.  

 

Figure 3-6. Early NDIR spectrometer designed by Lehrer and Luft taken from [9] 
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3.6.2 State of the art of NDIR gas sensor 

In light of the present environmental crisis, and the fact that carbon dioxide (CO2) gas has 

emerged as an effective and affordable index to monitor air quality, the demand for quantitative 

measurement of carbon dioxide (CO2) gas is on the rise [12]. As previously described there are 

various different methods available for gas sensing, but the NDIR technique is still preferred for 

its effectiveness and for its reliability, for this reason the NDIR technique has seen great 

improvements and progressed since the early Lehrer and Luft design. At present the design of an 

NDIR gas analyser is primarily concerned with the reduction of system complexity, making the 

system more robust and versatile while still making improvements on the instrument’s sensitivity 

and its measurement range. 

In the contemporary NDIR gas analyser the source is modulated electronically instead of using a 

mechanical chopper. It is very rare to find two separate gas cells in a modern NDIR unit. Instead, 

both the reference and measurement channel signal is derived from a single gas cell. To make the 

whole unit more compact the size of the gas cells in a modern NDIR has also been reduced 

without sacrificing on the optical path-length (OPL) see Figure 3-7. In Figure 3-7 (a) the physical 

reference channel has been completely removed from the NDIR by introducing a tunable Fabry-

Perot filter. The Fabry-Perot filter due to its wavelength teunability it can behave as a 

conventional dual channel detector with the reference and measurement / active channel. This 

also means that a single IR detector with a broad spectral response can be used instead of 

standard dual channel detector. 

Figure 3-7 (b) on the other hand shows the use of two detectors one is acting as a reference 

detector and the other is acting as a measurement detector. Both detectors contain the necessary 
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optical filter in front of it (reference filter with central wavelength at 3.95µm and th 

measurement filter at 4.35µm) in order to filter out required optical spectrum for gas 

concentration measurement purposes. The incoming IR radiation is directed to each detector 

through the beam splitter. On both setup Figure 3-7 (a) and (b) the IR source is electronically 

modulated. 

Although technology surrounding the NDIR analyser has seen much progress e.g. development 

in novel sources, gas cell design and mid-IR filter design, there remains some very practical 

issues which are still unresolved. 

Substantial amount of work is needed in low frequency signal recovery, as NDIR gas analysers 

normally operate in the region of 1-5Hz, this is well within the region of 1/f (also known as pink 

noise, from an NDIR instrument design point of view this can be any slowly varying 

environmental phenomenon at low frequency which can be picked up as an interfering signal 

from detection circuitry) and thermal noise. There has been some progress in the area of faster 

thermal source design in order to overcome the problems with background noise. Nevertheless 

these new sources are still limited by their thermal characteristics. Mid-IR detectors has low 

SNR rating. An NDIR analyser can be improved substantially in terms of its sensitivity and 

range if these limitations could be overcome.  
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Figure 3-7. (a) Schematic diagram of an NDIR gas analyser with Faby-Perot filter taken 

from [12] (b) Simple NDIR detection method using a beam splitter and two detectors [13] 

 

The research and development publication in the field of NDIR analysers is sparse and 

fragmented. The work that has been carried out is primarily focused at designing faster thermal 

sources and novel mid-IR interference filters. However, with faster thermal sources it is also 

necessary to have faster infrared detectors. The field of infrared detector has yet to see such 

improvement. It is still possible to make noticeable advances in NDIR design with the available 

technology in terms of its limits of detection, sensitivity and range. In this project we are to 

exploit such possibilities in order to design a novel NDIR gas analyser. Table 3-1 summarises the 

Tunable 

Reference Filter 

Measurement Filter 
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NDIR technique and lists its advantages and disadvantages Table 3-2 shows a commercially 

available NDIR gas analyser. 

The NDIR gas analysis method is an attractive method for the purpose of gas sensing. This is 

because comparing to other previously discussed gas analysers NDIR gas analyser is robust, 

portable, has high level of measurement accuracy, is virtually immune to cross sensitivity, does 

not suffer from poisoning and a well designed NDIR unit can have a life expectancy of more 

than 10 years [14]. 

Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 summarises the key characteristics of the NDIR technique and outlines 

various available modern NDIR analysers. 
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Table 3-1. Summary of NDIR technique 

Methods Advantages Disadvantages 

NDIR sensor [10] 

technique is based on the 

measurements of the 

attenuation of a beam of 

IR light after it has 

passed through a sample. 

It is suitable for detecting any 

species which has a strong IR 

absorption. 

The response time is limited by 

the time taken to flush the 

measuring volume with sample 

gas and also by the detector 

electronics. 

Typical detection limit are at the 

ppm level for CO2 

Instruments can be configured to 

measure up to 100% vol of the 

target species. 

There are no sensor poisons and 

exposure to the gas of interest for 

extended periods will have no 

detrimental effect on 

performance. 

Sensitive to pressure variation. 

The presence of water vapour in a sample 

can interfere with measurements due to IR 

absorption of water depending on the 

wavelength being used. Also cross-

sensitivity to other gases is possible 

depending on wavelength being used. 

Hydrogen cannot be detected as it has 

negligible IR absorption. 
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Table 3-2. Modern NDIR gas analyser 

Manufacturer Application 

Figaro 

www.figaro.co.jp 

CO2 gas sensor 

 

Suitable for indoor ventilation control and CO2 monitoring in factories, 

agriculture, and automobiles where conditions are more severe than in 

residential applications, models are available in three sensitivity ranges: 

400-4000ppm, 400-8000ppm, and 400-40000ppm 

Edinburgh Instruments 

www.edinst.com 

GasCheck 

A series of low cost carbon dioxide sensors. available in three ranges 0-

3000 ppm, 0-3%vol and 0-10%vol with a 0 to 1 V non-linear output. 

J.Dittrich 

www.dittrich-systeme.com 

CO2Detector MF-420-IR-LC 

 

The infrared measuring system detects the carbon dioxide content of the 

ambient air.  

Measuring range: 0-3,000 ppm +/- 2% MBE 

Output 4-20 mA or 0-10 V 

Oldham groups 

www.oldhamgas.com 

c2000 

The C 2000 is a pocket detector  

Range 0-5%Vol 

BW Technologies 

By Honeywell 

www.gasmonitors.com 

a portable gas detector that simultaneously monitors atmospheric levels 

of up to five gases including carbon dioxide (CO2), oxygen (O2), 

hydrogen sulphide (H2S), combustibles (%LEL) and a range of toxic 

gases.  

detection of CO2 hazards in wineries and breweries, agriculture, food 

http://www.figaro.co.jp/
http://www.edinst.com/
http://www.dittrich-systeme.com/
http://www.oldhamgas.com/
http://www.gasmonitors.com/
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GasAlertMicro 5IR processing or any confined space entry application 

Range 0-5%Vol 

Alphasense Ltd 

http://www.alphasense.com/ 

IRC-A1 and IRC-AT  

Sensor can be used for IAQ, safety, combustion and high CO2 process 

control applications. 

Range: 

0 to 5,000ppm CO2 

0 to 5% CO2 

0 to 20% CO2 

0 to 100% CO2 

3.7 Conclusion 

The manufacturers mentioned in Table 3-2 tend to use a standard model NDIR gas sensor. In a 

standard model the NDIR sensor generally contains a microbulb (tungsten filament lamp), a gas 

cell incorporating folding optical path, in order to accommodate long optical path length in a 

small sensor housing, a dual channel thermal detector with interference filter in front of it for 

wavelength selectivity. It is not apparent from the available literature if the manufacturer or the 

application engineers are aware of any underlying relation that may exist between the individual 

components in an NDIR sensor that may influence the measurement process of the NDIR sensor. 

It is also not apparent from the available literature that in light of recent development in the mid-

IR source and detector area how does this translate into the performance of the NDIR sensor 

itself if such novel source and detectors are to be used in an NDIR sensor? Furthermore NDIR 

technique is primarily an industrial gas sensing technique. Unlike various other optical technique 

discussed in this chapter NDIR gas sensor due to its low cost and robust nature has always been 

favoured by various industrial sectors for use in their applications. In light of current government 

regulations to control / lower and accurately measure CO2
 
emissions, industrial sectors are 

http://www.alphasense.com/alphasense_sensors/ndir_sensors.html
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constantly looking for better and more accurate method of CO2 sensing methodology. NDIR gas 

sensor has always been an accurate method for qualitative measurement of infrared active gas 

species. The objective of this thesis is to carry out a comprehensive study and gain a good level 

of knowledge in the area of the mid-IR source and detectors, furthermore utilise this knowledge 

in improving the overall performance of a CO2 NDIR gas sensor. 
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4. Characterisation of detectors 

for NDIR CO2 gas sensor 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In the NDIR sensor a detector is used in order to detect the thermal radiation from the source. In 

this chapter a discussion on various detectors are presented. The discussion is presented in the 

following manner; 

1) What are the various different detectors that are available? 

2) How do these detectors work? 

3) What type of detectors are mainly used for the NDIR sensor and why? 

4) Characterisation process and results of the mid-IR detector. 

Mid-IR detector can be generally divided in two types based on their detection mechanisms, 1) 

Photoconductor type and 2) Thermal type. 

4.2 Photoconductors 

The resistance or the conductance of the photoconductor changes in response to the incident 

radiation. The sheet resistance (RS) is inversely proportional to the photon flux (Φ) [1]. 

4 
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1

 SR 


 (4.1) 

Figure 4-1(a) shows examples of intrinsic photoconductor optical detectors. The energy band of 

the intrinsic semiconductor is shown in Figure 4-1 (b) along with the equivalent circuit of a 

photoconductor. The change in resistance in the case of the intrinsic photoconductor is always 

attributed to the minority carrier concentration for the doped semiconductor. To use a 

photoconductive detector it is necessary to utilise a biasing circuit to detect the changes in 

resistance. Table 4-1 shows a summary of the material and optical properties of the intrinsic 

photoconductor detectors. 

Table 4-1. Intrinsic photoconductor detectors [2] 

 

Material Typical η 

(efficiency)  

λc  (µm) Sheet 

Resistance RS 

(Ω/Square) 

Time constant

  (τ µs) 

Nominal 

operating 

temperature 

(K) T 

PbS 50 3 1.8×10
5
 200 300 

PbSe 50 5 2.5×10
5
 1.5 300 

HgCdTe 60 25 20-150 1.0 77 
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Figure 4-1. (a) Intrinsic semiconductor energy band diagram (b) Photoconductor detector 

equivalent circuit [2] 

 

The corresponding quantum efficiency of the intrinsic photoconductor is around 60%. In order to 

get a longer wavelength response i.e. infrared region, extrinsic photoconductors can be used 

(smaller energy band). However extrinsic photoconductor have two less desirable characteristics. 

They require a lower operating temperature due to their smaller bandgap, also their quantum 

efficiency is around 30% due to the scarcity of the extrinsic dopant species. 

4.3 Semiconductor theory –extrinsic and intrinsic type 

Intrinsic semiconductor is an un-doped semiconductor, in which there are no impurities added, 

whereas an extrinsic semiconductor is a doped semiconductor, which has impurities in it. Doping 

is a process, involving adding dopant atoms to the intrinsic semiconductor, which in turns gives 

rise to different electrical characteristics. 

Conduction band

Valence band

hν

E = energy gapg

ig R
d

C
d

(a)

(b)
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4.4 Thermal detector 

Thermal detectors respond to the heating effect of the incident flux on the temperature sensitive 

element of the thermal detector. This method of temperature detection essentially involves two 

steps: the incident flux first changes the temperature of the temperature sensitive detector 

element, and then this temperature change causes or induces some measurable parameter change. 

The physical parameter change is then detected by associated instrumentation. Table4-2 shows 

examples of thermal detectors and their typical detector parameter: 

Thermal detection is based on a surface phenomenon. The emissivity of the outer surface dictates 

if any form of optical radiation would be absorbed or not. The absorbance is related to emissivity 

by 

     (4.2) 

Equation 4.2 is also known as the Kirchhoff‟s law. In this law Kirchhoff relates absorbance with 

emissivity, equation 4.2 states that the absorbance of a material is equal to the emissivity of the 

material. In other world a given material absorbs and emit at the same wavelength, where the 

material absorbance is denoted by α and emissivity of the material is denoted by ε. The higher 

the emissivity better the thermal detector; ε = 1 is ideal. Emissivity does not change rapidly with 

wavelength; as result thermal detectors typically have a wide spectral response from the visible 

far in to the infrared region. Thermal detection process requires a temperature change in the 

detector‟s sensing element, and the thermal change is a slow process, this is why the thermal 

detector does not respond quickly in comparison to the photoconductive detector. 

Through thermal detectors, radiation can be detected without the detector itself being cooled to a 

temperature below the surrounding environment. The speed of the thermal detector is slower in 
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comparison to the photodetector, but the room temperature operation and the relative low cost of 

the thermal detector makes them a best choice for many applications in the infrared region and 

for NDIR gas sensing applications. Table 4 – 2 summarises different thermal detectors and their 

detection mechanisms. 

The operation of thermal detectors depends on the efficient flow of heat energy from the heating 

source to the sensing element of the thermal detector. 

In the field of electro optics there are some accepted figures of merit / detectors key parameters, 

these are independent of the generic optical detector process. Figures of merit enable users to 

compare relative performance between detectors. For the purpose of this thesis only thermal 

detector are going to be evaluated. In any type of detector three key detector parameters are 

important namely Responsivity (R), Noise equivalent power (NEP) and Detectivity (D*). These 

three key parameters essentially gives an idea to a designer how well a particular detector is 

capable of changing optical signal to electrical signal, the detector‟s noise profile and its 

normalised signal to noise (SNR) rating, respectively. One can therefore say a good detector 

would be a detector which can produce higher electrical signal per incident optical radiation, 

while at the same time the detector keeps the noise profile very low, which should ultimately 

result in a better SNR rating. This means from a sensor manufacturer point of view such detector 

should result in sensors improve detection ability. 
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Table 4-2. Thermal detectors and their typical detector parameters [2] 

Types Detectivity 

 D* 

cm√Hz/W 

Capacitance 

pF 

Resistance Area (mm
2
) Operational 

temperature 

(K) 

Spectral range Time constant 

(ms) 

Pyroelectric 10
9
 15-250 10

13
 0.78-63.6 - 1nm-1mm 10

-4
 

Thermopile 10
8
 - (6-15)10

13
 2x2 208-343 200nm-30µm 5 

Bolometer 

(Ge) 

BLIP - (3-9.6)10
6
 1x1 

4x4 

(Composite) 

0.3-2.0 1.6µm-

millimeter 

region 

0.5 

BLIP: Background Limited Infrared Photodetector 
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4.5 Key parameters (figures of merit) of the thermal detectors 

Responsivity (Rv), is the measure of the amount of voltage (Rv) or current (Ri) produced by the 

detector per watt of incident radiation. 

 /RMS
v

RMS

V
R V W


 (4.3) 

Where VRMS is the Root Mean Squared (RMS) voltage and ΦRMS is the incident RMS thermal 

radiation on the detector. RMS is a statistical measure of magnitude of some varying quantity. 

This type of measurement is especially useful for the positively and negatively varying quantity. 

The noise equivalent power (NEP) is a form of signal to noise ratio. The NEP value specifies the 

minimum radiation power to be detected by the detector, resulting in output that just equals the 

noise level. The smaller the NEP the better the sensor. 

 V / Hz 
v

N
NEP

R f



  (4.4) 

Where N is the noise voltage and Δf is the measurement bandwidth of the noise voltage. 

The value of NEP depends on many additional parameters that are often not taken in to account 

by the equations. The parameters that must be specified along with NEP to compare the 

performance of one detector to another are: 

1) Optically active detector area Ad 

2) Modulation or chopping frequency f 

3) Spectral operating region 

4) Optimum bias 
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5) Detector operating temperature 

Due to these reasons NEP can be taken as a situation specific descriptor and cannot be used as a 

good describer of detector performance when comparing one detector with another. To 

circumvent this problem with NEP a new term D* was described. 

Detectivity D* is the output parameter of the detector, when the sensor area is normalised to 1 

cm
2
 and the measurement bandwidth to1 Hz. It can be interpreted as an SNR of a detector when 

1 W of radiation power is incident on the detector, given an area equal to 1 cm
2
 and bandwidth of 

1 Hz. This is also known as the normalised detectivity. 

 
* cm Hz /  W

dA f
D

NEP


  (4.5) 
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4.6 General model of a thermal detector 

Figure 4-2 shows the key components of a generic thermal detector. It is normally assumed that 

the radiation power incident on the detector is periodic in nature. 

 

Figure 4-2 Arrangement of a thermal detector Tsink and Td refers to the temperature of the 

heatsink and temperature of the detector taken from [2] 

 

The change in temperature of any thermal detector due to incident radiative flux is [3]. 
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 (4.6) 

Where; 

1) ε is the emissivity of the sensing element of the detector 

2) Gth is the thermal conductance of the sensing element 

3) Cth is the thermal capacitance of the sensing element 

4) and ω is the angular frequency of the modulating source. 

Eq. (4.6) illustrates several features of thermal detector. It is advantageous to have ΔT as large as 

possible. In order to achieve this, the denominator of Eq. (4.6) namely the thermal capacitance 

Φe
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Cth and the thermal conductance Gth are required to be as small as possible. In other words it 

means that the sensing element of the detector needs to be small and thin in order to reduce the 

thermal mass and must have fine connecting wires to the heat sink. 

Furthermore by looking at Eq. (4.6) one can also define the thermal time constant of the detector. 

    th
th th th

th

C
C R

G
    (4.7) 

Where Rth = 1/Gth is the thermal resistance. 

Typically the value of the thermal time constant of a thermal detector is in the millisecond range 

see Table 4-2. There is also a trade-off between sensitivity, ΔT and frequency response. This is 

because by making the thermal detector‟s sensing element more bulkier one can achieve bigger 

temperature gradient at the expense of thermal time constant (slower at responding to the 

changes in temperature). On the other hand by making the thermal detector sensing element 

thinner one makes the thermal detector faster at responding to the temperature changes however 

the range of temperature the detector can sense gets limited. 

In order to explain the transduction process of the detector a coefficient K=ΔV/ΔT needs to be 

introduced. This reflects how well the temperature changes translate into the electrical output 

voltage of the detector. 

The voltage responsivity, Rv of the detector is the ratio of the output signal voltage ΔV to the 

input radiation power and is given by 
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 (4.8) 
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Equation 4.8 is can also be further simplified to equation 4.3 if one is to consider the low 

frequency condition where ω<< 1/τth and by substituting equation 4.6 in to equation 4.8. The key 

parameter in equation 4.8 is the coefficient K, which reflects how well the temperature changes 

translate into the electrical output voltage of the detector. 

To explain the detectivity of the detector it is necessary to consider a noise mechanism. One 

major source of noise is Johnson noise (Johnson noise is the fluctuation caused by the thermal 

motion of the charge carriers in a resistive element) arising from the input impedance of the 

accompanying pre-amplifier of the detector [4]. The Johnson noise voltage Vj is; 

   4jV kTR f   (4.9) 

Where k is the Boltzmann constant, T temperature, R resistance and Δf is the measurement 

bandwidth. 

In order to assess the ultimate performance of the detector two other noise sources need to be 

described: thermal fluctuation noise and the background fluctuation noise. 

Thermal fluctuation noise is the noise arising from the temperature fluctuation of the detector 

element. These fluctuations are the result of heat conduction difference between the detector and 

its surrounding materials, through thin electrical connections. The spectral noise voltage due to 

temperature fluctuation is [5, 6]. 
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 (4.10) 

Where Vth is the spectral voltage due to the temperature fluctuation. 
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The third noise source is called background noise. This results from the heat transfer between the 

detector at temperature Td and the surrounding environment at the temperature Tsink. This is the 

fundamental limit of a detector‟s performance ability and is given for a 180
o
 Field of View 

(FOV) [5,6]. 
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 (4.11) 

Where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

The fundamental limit to the detectivity of any thermal detector is set by its temperature 

fluctuation noise (background noise) [4]. Under this condition at low frequencies (ω   1/τth) the 

detectivity is; 
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  (4.12) 

It is assumed that ε is independent of wavelength. 

A more detailed discussion on the performance of an ideal detector is described elsewhere at 

some length [7,8,9]. 

Having mentioned the performance of an ideal thermal detector, it is important to realise that the 

performance of a real detector will be inferior to that of a detector predicted by Eq. (4.12). The 

degradation of performance arises from the following list of contributing factors taken from [4]: 

1) Detector housing i.e. the metal can (reflection and absorption losses at the window), 

2) Excess thermal conductance (this can result from electrical contacts, influence of any gas 

conduction and convection etc.), 
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3) Additional noise sources e.g. electronic noise arising from the pre-amplifier 

4) Imperfect nature of the transduction mechanism of the thermal to electrical conversion. 

A typical detectivity of a perfect thermal detector at 10 Hz could be in the range 10
8
 and 10

9
 cm 

√Hz/W [4]. However typical value of a real thermal detector would be in the range of 10
6
 to 10

7
 

cm √Hz/W. 

There are various other contributory elements that can further deteriorate the apparent detector 

performance i.e. the use of optical bandpass filter in front of the thermal detector in order to 

achieve wavelength selectivity. Having said this thermal detector is still a more practical choice 

of detector for applications such as NDIR gas sensing or mass market IR sensing application. 

This is simply because thermal detectors are relatively inexpensive and require very simple 

electronics to run. 

4.7 Types of thermal detector commonly used in an NDIR gas sensor 

Before going to the discussion on the experimental methodology it is necessary to introduce the 

three types of detectors that are used in the NDIR gas sensor and characterised for the purpose of 

NDIR gas sensor design, these being: 

1) Pyroelectric detector, commonly used in NDIR gas sensor  

2) Thermopile detector, commonly used in NDIR gas sensor  

3) Micro-electro-mechanical Systems (MEMS) Plasmon source detector pair (novel device). 

4.7.1 Pyroelectric detector 

The Pyroelectric effect is the phenomenon in which a material releases electric charge in 

response to a change in the material‟s temperature. The pyroelectric effect as a physically 
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observable phenomenon has been known to people for many centuries, which according to Lang 

was first mentioned by Theophrastus in 315 BC [10]. Nevertheless, it is only since 1960 that the 

technological application of pyroelectricity for light detection has been seriously considered [11]. 

A pyroelectric detector is made from a single crystal of a ferroelectric material. These materials 

are naturally polarized even without an electric field, due to the asymmetry in the basic cell 

structure. The incident radiation heats the sample, which in turn expands the crystal lattice and 

changes the dielectric constant, this alters the polarisation of the material. As the crystal absorbs 

the heat, there is a displacement of positive and negative ions, which produces net charge near 

the surface. This build-up of charge on the surface of the crystal can affect the charge on the 

electrode mounted on the detector, causing current to flow in an external circuit if the electrodes 

are placed on the crystal face perpendicular to the polarisation axis. The detector can be 

modelled as a capacitor filled with ferroelectric material, Figure 4-3 shows the process by which 

pyroelectric detector converts optical signal into electric signal. 

 

Figure 4-3. Equivalent circuit for a pyroelectric detector where Cd and Rd are the 

equivalent detector capacitance and the resistance taken from [2] 

 

When a pyroelectric detector is exposed to constant temperature as opposed to the modulated 

temperature, the charges displaced internally to display no net change. This is why a pyroelectric 
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detector must be an AC coupled device. However when pyroelectric detector is exposed to 

modulated temperature there can be a build-up of charge on the surface of the pyroelectric 

crystal, which affects the charge on the electrode mounted on the detector, causing current to 

flow in an external circuit if the electrodes are placed on the crystal face perpendicular to the 

polarisation axis. A difference in potential can arise once this charge is dissipated across an 

external resistor in the preamp. 

The degree to which the polarisation changes with temperature is called the pyroelectric 

coefficient (p). Pyroelectric coefficient p is the measure of the rate of change of electric 

polarisation with respect to the temperature change defined as: 

  
P

p
T





 (4.13) 

Where P is the electrical polarisation. The electric polarisation P is defined as the difference 

between the electric field D (induced) and E (imposed) in a dielectric due to bound and free 

charges; 
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  (4.14) 

Equation 4.14 taken from [2]. The responsivity of a pyroelectric detector is given by; 
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Equation 4.15 taken from [2], where Rd is the equivalent detector resistor, Ad area of the detector 

element, τRC is the electrical time constant, arising due to the presence of pre-amp electronics. 

The NEP of a pyroelectric detector is (assuming the device is Johnson noise limited) given by; 
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Equation 4.16 taken from [2], where vj is the Johnson noise arising from the resistor of the pre-

amp (typically MΩ). 

The detectivity or the D* of a pyroelectric detector is then; 
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Equation 4.17 taken from [2] 

4.7.2 Thermopile 

Thomas Johann Seebeck‟s experiment and observation of the electrical conductive materials lead 

to the discovery of the Seebeck effect. Due to the Seebeck effect when one end of the two 

dissimilar material junction is subjected to a change in temperature, a small current will flow 

through the material. If one side of the junction is kept open an open circuit voltage will arise, 

see Figure 4-4.  

 

Figure 4-4. Schematic drawing of an elementary thermocouple 
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According to Seebeck, a thermocouple consists of two different leads A and B. Where the 

junction is kept at a higher temperature than the open end, this generates an open circuit voltage. 

Seebeck‟s experiment showed that output voltage Vout (V) is proportional to the applied 

temperature difference ΔT (K) and the This could be written as; 

  out rV T   (4.18) 

where αr (V/K) is Seebeck coefficient. It is a temperature dependent material constant. 

The output voltage from a single thermocouple is small i.e. some µV/K. This small voltage was 

very difficult to detect. Later on Nobili connected several bismuth-copper thermocouples in 

series, generating a higher and therefore measurable output voltage [12]. The output voltage of 

such thermocouple structure (also known as a thermopile), linearly increases with the number N 

of connected thermocouples: 

  out rV N T   (4.19) 

Advent of micromachined thermopile showed that thermopiles are not a big, slow or having low 

detectivity as previously perceived. It is important to understand that modern semiconductor 

thermopiles (R=86 V/W [13]) are not as sensitive as pyroelectric detectors (R=320 V/W [14]), 

but for many application they are more cost efficient [13]. 

If one thinks in terms an electrical circuit, the thermopile can be regarded as a low pass filter. 

With smaller thermal time constant, the cut-off frequency of the detector increases and this also 

makes the detector faster. On the other hand this also makes the detector noisier. 
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The NEP of a thermopile is expressed as: [15]: 

   4NEP kTR f   (4.20) 

Where R is the resistance of the thermopile and Δf is the measurement bandwidth. 

The detectivity D* of a thermopile is: 
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The responsivity Rv of a thermopile is: 
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Where a is the absorption efficiency αa and αb is the Seebeck coefficient for material A and 

material B see Figure 4-4 and the tr is the transmittance of the radiation path [12]. 

4.7.3 Micro-electro-mechanical Systems (MEMS) Plasmon source 

detector pair (novel device) 

Photonic crystal contains periodic dielectric nanostructures, which affects the propagation of 

electromagnetic radiation. However the device that is to be introduce in this section cannot be 

classed as a pure photonic crystal device, rather it can be termed as a surface Plasmon enhancer 

by application of DC in the system with 2D bragg structure on the surface. However let us use 

the term 2D photonic structure / SensorChip
TM

, as this is what the manufacturer has called the 

device. The subject of surface Plasmon enhancement is beyond the scope of this thesis, however 

the wavelength tunability of a dielectric material is controlled by altering the dielectric material‟s 

dispersion characteristics. One way of achieving this is by having a periodic band gap structure 
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etched on to the dielectric substrate see Figure 4-5. By controlling the hole structure (radius / 

diameter) and the distance between the neighbouring holes one can essentially have finer control 

over the dispersion property of the dielectric material. In other words photonic band gap can be 

produced by maintaining the period in the dielectric i.e. the distance from one hole to the next is 

on the order of the wavelength of light (because SensorChip
TM

 emits in the mid-IR region the 

hole separation should be in the order of micron [21]) and by adjusting the hole size one can 

further control the emission pattern in the particular wavelength region. 

SensorChip
TM

 is developed and patented by ICX. Inc. The device is based on the 2D photonic 

structure. A more detailed discussion on 2D photonic structure and their ability to control IR 

emission is given elsewhere [16,17,18]. 

A two dimensional, photonic crystal produces the tuned-band spectrum. This structure is 

produced on the surface of a semiconductor wafer using standard, high-volume, semiconductor 

manufacturing techniques. Figure 4-5 shows two very distinctly different photonic crystals based 

on their hole placement. The photonic crystal on the left hand side (emission spectrum can be 

used for hydrocarbon sensing) is able to produce emission spectrum in the region of 2.5µm 

where the structure on the right hand side (emission spectrum can be used for CO2 sensing) is 

able to produce spectral emission of around 4 µm note the structure in Figure 4-5 (a) has longer 

hole separation than the structure in Figure 4-5(b). 
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Figure 4-5. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) photo of two different photonic crystal 

structures and their measured IR emission taken from [19] (a) 2D photonic crystal 

structure used for hydrocarbon sensing (b) 2D photonic crystal structure used for CO2 

sensing 

 

So far in the discussion it is shown that how a tuned narrow band emission in the mid-IR 

spectrum is possible from a 2D photonic crystal structure. However the SensorChip
TM

 is a single 

component IR sensor containing all elements of an NDIR optical bench on a single discrete 

silicon MEMS chip. The device generates infrared radiation at a particular wavelength, 

eliminating the need for optical filters. When used with a retro-reflecting mirror the hot filament 

source also acts as a narrowband infrared bolometer detector enabling NDIR gas measurements 

[20]. 

ICX SensorChip
TM

 is also a greybody (according to the Kirchoff‟s law a greybody material emits 

and absorbs in the same wavelength) device. Unlike a blackbody, which has a perfect absorption 

in practise however most objects have a finite absorption and are thus referred to as greybodies. 

One of the interesting properties of the greybody is that its thermal emission spectra can be 

changed by altering the geometry of the system of the material used [21]. It has been noted that 

Hydrocarbon Carbon Dioxide

Wavelength μm

(a) (b) 
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periodic sub-wavelength scale patterning of metallo-dielectric systems i.e. PhC can modify their 

emission spectra [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. 

 

Figure 4-6. Thermal emission spectrum for a hybrid 2D-periodic structure consisting of a 

tungsten slab and a dielectric slab with holes. The plot show emission of light polarized in 

the y-direction. In panel (a) shows emission at two different temperatures. In panel (b) 

show emission power changes with the changes in the lattice constant. Furthermore 

emission spectra form a uniform tungsten slab without dielectric, and a blackbody source is 

also included, for comparison. Taken from [21].  

 

Furthermore the emission from a PhC slab exceeds that of a uniform slab by a factor of 20 [21]. 

In Figure 4-6 (b) the temperature was kept constant against the changing lattice constant LC. It 

was observed that by increasing the lattice constant the emission peaks in the PhC were shifted 

towards a higher wavelength. The objective of Figure 4-6 (a) and (b) is to illustrate that the 

emission from a PhC slab can be enhanced in its intensity by altering its operating temperature, 

as long as the operating temperature do not result in the alteration of the geometry of the PhC. 

Also a degree of control on wavelength selectivity of the emission spectrum can be achieved by 

selecting specific lattice constant LC. Although a controlled infrared emission can be obtained 

through this method, however it is never as high as the blackbody emission. 
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In this section a discussion on the operational principle of the SensorChip
TM

 is presented. 

SensorChip
TM

 has been further characterised in terms of its detectivity, responsivity and its noise 

equivalent power against that of the standard thermal detectors i.e. thermopile and pyroelectric 

detectors. The Manufacturer of the SensorChip
TM

 suggested the device be used as a micro-bridge 

while supplying the micro-bridge with a constant DC voltage. While characterising the device as 

a detector it was first run according to the manufacturer suggestion then it was run in a new AC 

micro-bridge configuration. A marked improvement on the SensoeChip‟s
TM

 figures of merit was 

made while it was run in AC micro bridge configuration. A detailed discussion on the 

methodologies for both the AC and DC configuration and a discussion on the results are also 

presented in this section. 

Figure 4-7 (a) shows the structure of the SensorChip
TM

 along with a magnification of the under 

lying PhC structure and the prototype SensorChip
TM

 device on the left hand side of the figure. 

Figure 4-7 (b), (c) and (d) shows the arrangement of the SensorChip
TM

 where it is used as a 

source and a detector combination. SensorChip™ contains a micro-bridge with a surface 

engineered to emit/absorb at a desired region of the infrared wavelength. Electrical heating 

causes the SensorChip
TM

 element to emit at a particular infrared wavelength that matches the 

absorption wavelength of the target gas. The emitted infrared light passes through the sample 

gas, reflects off a mirror at the far-end of the sample chamber, passes back through the gas, and 

gets re-absorbed by the same SensorChip
TM

 element, which also acts as a tuned infrared detector. 
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Figure 4-7. (a) Shows the structural arrangement of the SensorChip
TM

 (b) shows how 

SensorChip
TM

 is being used as a gas sensor, the arrangement includes a gold coated retro-

reflecting mirror above (c) shows the reflected light being absorbed by the SensorChip
TM

 

(d) shows if there is gas species that are to be measured in between the mirror and the chip 

itself then some portion of the light gets absorbed by the gas [34], [35]. 

 

In this configuration the micro-bridge receives energy firstly from the electrical heating and 

secondly due to the absorption of reflected IR light by the micro-bridge surface. Under zero gas 

condition the device operates in thermal equilibrium. When the target gas is introduced, some of 

the emitted infrared light gets absorbed by the target gas, which results in the device to operate at 

a lower temperature. This drop in temperature is proportional to the concentration of the target 

gas in the gas cell, and this temperature drop is measured via a change in resistance or voltage 

across the micro-bridge [34]. 
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4.8 Motivation behind characterising mid-IR detectors to be used in an 

NDIR gas sensor 

The data on figures of merit that are currently available from the manufacturer are often not 

application specific. Table 4-3 compares the available data from the manufacturer to that 

required by an instrument designer from NDIR sensor design point of view. 

Table 4-3. Comparison between the required information on mid-IR detector performance 

and that available from the manufacturer 

Condition Information required Information supplied 

Modulation frequency 1Hz-2Hz 10Hz 

Spectral range Optical band pass filter Filterless (Undefined) 

Coupling AC DC (for thermopile) 

Noise bandwidth Narrow (≤0.1Hz) 1Hz Typically 

 

From Table 4-3 it is obvious that experimental validation of the detector performance is required 

in order to establish the suitability of the thermal detector for the purpose of NDIR gas sensor 

design. 

4.9 Mid-IR thermal detector characterisation methodology 

The figures of merit of different mid-IR detector have been discussed previously. The 

information currently available from the manufacturer is inadequate see Table 4-3. It is therefore 

necessary to characterise each detector for the purpose of the design of the NDIR carbon dioxide 

gas sensor. Two different types of detector were chosen: 
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1) Pyroelectric detector (Infratec LIM212, PerkinElmer LHI807TC and PYS3228TC), 

2) Thermopile detector (Heimann HTS E21 F3.91/F4.26, PerkinElmer TPS 2534) 

All detectors apart from PerkinElmer LHI807TC came with reference and active channel filters. 

Thermal detectors gain their wavelength selectivity due to the presence of the optical filter. The 

reference channel band-pass filters had a centre wavelength of 3.98µm and the active channel 

filters were centred on 4.25µm. 

For the purpose of detector characterisation two different experiments were carried out. On the 

first set of experiments, measurements of the actual figures of merit were made as a function of 

the modulation frequency. On the second set of experiment the measurement of the D* was 

repeated for all the detectors in the presence/absence of the target gas. This was to observe any 

possible relationship between D
*
 and the target gas i.e. CO2. Figure 4-8 shows the instruments 

and the setup used for the characterisation of the thermal detectors: 

 

Figure 4-8. Schematic of the experimental setup 
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A blackbody source (Heitronic SW11B) was used, against which the detectors were 

characterised. This provided a temperature stable infrared source, enabling consistent 

comparison of components. The temperature of the blackbody source was set at 673
o
 K ±1

o
. 

Thermopile detector requires no additional biasing electronics, where pyroelectric detector needs 

biasing electronics (12VDC was supplied using a Weir 413D power supply for pyroelectronic 

detector).  

A low frequency optical chopper (Scitec 300C / 300CD) was used to modulate the light from the 

source in the range 0.2Hz to 10Hz. The detector was placed 85mm from the blackbody source. 

Detector signals were amplified using two external AC coupled voltage amplifiers (Stanford 

Research SR560). The amplified signals were measured using two lock-in amplifiers (Stanford 

research SR830 and SR850) with identical setups (time constant τ = 30sec used for modulation 

frequency of 0.2Hz to 5Hz and time constant τ = 3sec was used for the modulation frequency of 

5Hz to 10Hz, R-θ mode). Individual channel data were acquired through a serial GPIB interface 

to a computer. A spectrum analyser (Hewlett Packard 35660A) was used to measure the 

detector‟s noise spectrum in the range 0 – 12.5Hz, with a noise bandwidth Δf of 0.036Hz. 

4.10 DG the application specific detectivity of a thermal detector 

Through the process of detector characterisation a new representation of the detector detectivity 

was derived. It is called the application specific detectivity DG. From an NDIR gas sensor design 

point of view it is important to know what would be a detector‟s actual detectivity in the 

presence / absence of the target gas CO2 along with all the associated modifications imposed on 

the detector i.e. optical interference filters to enable wavelength selectivity see Table 4-3. 

Following is the description of the process through which the new application specific detectivity 
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DG (it is the measure of the detectivity in the presence of the CO2 gas of 20% Vol concentration) 

is derived; 

 

  

 

 

Figure 4-9 shows in the absence of the target gas in front of the detector, the detector is giving a 

maximum output as V0. In the presence of the target gas the output signal is reduced to VGas. 

 
0   RMS vV R   (4.23) 

Where ΦRMS is the incident radiation on the detector and the Rv is the responsivity of the 

detector. 

V0 

Measurement channel signal in the 
absence of gas 

Measurement channel response  
in the presence of gas 

Vgas 

Reference channel signal is 
unaffected by the presence 
 of gas. 

Figure 4-9. In an NDIR sensor a dual channel thermal detector of type pyroelectric / 

thermopile detectors are used, in the above plot the output signal of the both the channels 

are shown notice the active channel signal level in the absence of CO2 is approximately 0. 

0.24mV where when 20% Vol CO2 is introduced the active channel signal drops to 

approximately 0.095mV, where the reference channel signal remains unaffected during this 

process. 
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Signal to noise (SNR) of the detector is unity when the V0-VGas = NRMS, where NRMS is the noise 

voltage of the detector. 

 0  Gas

RMS

V V
SNR

N


  (4.24) 

The proportional change in the detector‟s active channel signal output due to the presence of the 

target gas in front of the detector is 
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  (4.25) 

Substituting eq 4.25 in to eq 4.24 
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Substituting eq 4.4 to eq 4.26 
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The equation for detectivity D* eq 4.5can be written in the following format 
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Where P is the Flux/unit area and Ad is the detector area. Now by substituting eq 4.28 to eq 4.27 

gives the new application specific detectivity DG; 
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Where SG is the proportional change in signal due to the presence of the target gas, it is unit less. 

For the purpose of the experiment carbon dioxide concentration of 20% Volume was used. The 

unit of DG is same as D* that is cm.√Hz/W. 

4.11 Setting up procedure for SensorChip
TM

 in order to be characterised 

as a detector and to measure it‟s figures of merit 

As previously described SensorChip
TM

 is a single component IR sensor containing all elements 

of an NDIR optical bench on a single discrete silicon MEMS chip. However in this section the 

device will be characterised as a detector. SensorChip
TM 

is a novel device and requires a specific 

electronics arrangement for its operation. Figure 4-10 shows suggested electronic arrangement 

for running the SensorCHip
TM

 in a DC micro-bridge formation. 

 

  

Figure 4-10. Suggested electronics for running the SensorChipTM 
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In order to make it easy for the reader to understand the circuit has been highlighted with 

different key sections. Now a description these highlighted sections will be provided. Figure 

4-10 (A) is working as a supply source of the of the wheatstone micro-bridge. It is providing the 

micro-bridge Figure 4-10 (C) with 5VDC, this in turns gets equally divided between the two 

element of the SensorChip
TM

. A supply of 2.5 VDC across each resistor results in heating of each 

of the elements to 250
o
 C approximately [36]. Resistors R12 and R13 are essentially there to 

balance the micro-bridge. The output of the micro-bridge is fed in to a differential amplifier 

Figure 4-10 (E). During the characterisation process it was observed that the various components 

tolerance (i.e. combination of the micro-bridge resistors) makes the balancing process of the 

micro-bridge difficult. Therefore a standalone low noise voltage amplifier (SR560) was used in 

its differential input mode. This resulted in a better performance and simplified the process of 

micro-bridge balancing. The added benefit of the SR560 also allowed limited range of input 

signal filtering capability which resulted in a reduction of electronic noise. 

Following is a discussion on the two different ways (DC Wheatstone bridge and Amplitude 

modulation technique) in which the SensorChip
TM

 was operated in order to improve the MEMS 

2D-metallic PhC‟s figures of merit (responsivity, noise equivalent power and detectivity). 

4.12 DC micro-bridge Wheatstone bridge 

A Wheatstone bridge is a measuring instrument invented by Samuel Hunter Christie in 1833 and 

improved and popularised by Sir Charles Wheatstone in 1843 [37]. A Wheatstone bridge circuit 

is shown most common “diamond [38]” configuration  
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Figure 4-11. Wheatstone bridge 

 

Figure 4-11 shows the standard arrangement of a Wheatstone bridge. A similar arrangement of 

this Wheatstone arrangement can be seen in Figure 4-10 (C). In Figure 4-11 the Wheatstone 

bridge is drawn slightly differently in order to show more clearly its series-parallel configuration. 

A Wheatstone bridge consist of four resistors. The output voltage is taken between A and B. In 

Figure 4-11 it shows Wheatstone bridge in its balanced form, the values of the components in 

Figure 4-11 has no specific significance. The output voltage between A and B is 0V.  When the 

bridge is balanced, the voltage across R1 and R3 are equal to V1 = V2 and voltage across R2 and 

R4 are equal to V3 = V4.  Therefore the voltage rations can be written as 

 31

42

   
VV

V V
  (4.30) 

Now by Ohm‟s law in eq 4.30 

 2 31 1

3 2 4 4

   
I RI R

I R I R
  (4.31) 

Since I1=I2 and I3=I4 so all the current terms cancel, leaving just the ratios of resistance. 

 31

2 4

   
RR

R R
  (4.32) 
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Now let‟s suppose R1 is the unknown resistor so once eq 4.32 is solved for R1 the following 

relation emerges; 

 2
1 3

4

R
R R

R

 
  

 
 (4.33) 

Eq 4.33 thus allows one to find the value of R1 in terms of other resistance in the bridge once the 

bridge is balanced. From a measurement point of view this unknown resistor R1 can represent 

any unknown physical quantity, variation of which has a proportional relation with the variation 

of resistance R1. In the case of the SensorChip
TM

 PhC one of its two element‟s temperature is 

allowed to vary while the second element is kept at a constant temperature by means of blocking 

its surface, and this makes it act as a reference resistor. R12 and R13 of Figure 4-10 (D) are used 

for balancing the micro-bridge in order to produce a zero voltage output from the bridge. As the 

micro-bridge is used in Figure 4-10 for the measurement of the variation in temperature in the 

exposed element of the SensorChip
TM

, it is therefore necessary to use precision components 

while making the bridge. Figure 4-12 shows the temperature and resistance relation of the 

elements, which forms the basis of gas measurement utilising SensorChip
TM

 as a measuring 

component of and NDIR gas sensor. 
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Figure 4-12. Temperature Vs resistance relation of the SensorChipTM element. Taken 

from [36]  

 

4.13 Methodology for characterising SensorChip
TM

 figures of merit: 

Standard method 

A blackbody source (Heitronic SW11B) was used, against which the SensorChip
TM

 figures of 

merit were characterised. This provided a temperature stable infrared source, enabling consistent 

comparison of components. The temperature of the blackbody source was set at 673
o
 K. Figure 

4-13 shows the experimental setup for the standard mode operation  

 

Figure 4-13. Experimental setup of SensorChipTM characterisation, mode of operation 

standard 
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A low frequency optical chopper (Scitec 300C / 300CD) was used to modulate the light from the 

source in the range 1Hz to 10Hz. The detector was placed 85mm from the blackbody source. 

Detector signals were amplified using an external Stanford Research SR560 voltage amplifiers 

(DC coupled, operated in differential mode, gain 500, filter setup low-pass cut off 0.3Hz, high-

pass cut off 3kHz, filter roll off 6dB/oct, low noise mode, 50Ω output). The amplified signal was 

measured using a lock-in amplifiers Stanford research SR830 (τ=3s, input filter roll off 24dB/oct, 

sensitivity 100mV, AC coupled and R-ϴ mode). The channel data was acquired through a serial 

GPIB interface to a computer. A spectrum analyser (Hewlett Packard 35660A) was used to 

measure the detector‟s noise spectrum. Figure 4-13 shows the schematic diagram of the 

experimental setup. The only difference is the on-board differential amplifier of the drive circuit 

Figure 4-10 (E) was bypassed and in its place SR 560 voltage amplifier was used. 

4.14 Thermopile and Pyroelectric detector characterisation results 

Figure 4-14 shows the result of the Infratec LIM 212 dual channel pyroelectric detector 

characterisation. The result shows the detector has a strong frequency dependency. This 

representation of the detector‟s figures of merit is more relevant from an application point of 

view, as it helps designer to select the best operating condition for the detector. 
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By looking at Figure 4-14 one can get an idea on detector‟s key parameters and their frequency 

dependency. Note also Dg (detectivity in the presence of the target gas CO2) is slightly lower 

than the actual measured D
*
. This is an important bit of information as, this shows the detector‟s 

actual SNR performance when it is to be used for NDIR CO2 gas sensing purpose. 

 

Figure 4-14. Plot of figures of merit of the Infratec LIM212 dual channel pyroelectric 

detector as a function of frequency 
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The single channel pyroelectric detector in Figure 4-15 shows good results in its figures of merit. 

This is because unlike other thermal detector this particular detector does not have an optical 

interference filter in front of it. This allows detector to respond to wide band electromagnetic 

spectrum, which in turns results in a better value in detector‟s Responsivity, NEP and D
*
, 

however Dg is still lower. It is important to note however the detector LHI807TC does have a 

Figure 4-15. Plot of figures of merit of the PerkinElmerLHI807TC dual channel 

pyroelectric detector as a function of frequency 
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window element (no wavelength selective IR filter), which according to the manufacturer has a 

flat response across a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

 

 

 

Detector PYS3228TC in Figure 4-16 shows a good level of responsivity and NEP value in 

comparison to the LIM 212 pyroelectric detector of Figure 4-14, yet the PYS3228TC does not 

show same level of performance in its detectivity when compared with the LIM212 pyroelectric 

detector. Nevertheless PYS328TC for its operation has a simpler driving circuit, it consumes less 

Figure 4-16. Plot of figures of merit of the PerkinElmer PYS3228TC dual channel 

pyroelectric detector as a function of frequency 
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power and the price of the detector is much less comparing to LIM212 pyroelectric detector. 

These characteristics are also important from a sensor design point of view. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-17 shows a typical characteristic of a thermopile detector, however note that this 

particular detector was found to be capable of modulation above 5Hz. Thermopile as detector is 

inherently noisier when compared with a pyroelectric detector. This higher noise voltage result in 

a lower level of detectivity compared to a pyroelectric detector. However running cost of a 

Figure 4-17. Plot of figures of merit of the Heimann HTS E21 F3.91/F4.26 dual channel 

thermopile detector as a function of frequency 
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thermopile is lower than a pyroelectric detector, furthermore a thermopile detector can be run in 

AC coupled mode or in DC coupled mode, where a pyroelectric detector can only be run in AC 

coupled mode. 

 

 

Figure 4-18 shows another typical response of a thermopile detector but this time from a 

different manufacturer. Most manufacturer claims that their detectors (in this case thermopile 

detector) will exhibit more or less the standard detector characteristics. However when detectors 

are characterised from an application point of view and the results are compared alongside a very 

Figure 4-18. Plot of figures of merit of the PerkinElmer TPS2534 dual channel thermopile 

detector as a function of frequency 
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different picture starts to emerge see Table 4-4 for a comparison of different detector‟s figures of 

merit value.  

4.15 Results and discussions: SensorChip
TM

 Standard mode of 

operation 

The SensorChip
TM

 was kindly donated for the purpose of experimentation by ICX Ltd through 

Alphasense Ltd. The chip has one of its element covered with gold coating in order to make one 

channel as a reference channel where the one exposed channel was acting as a measurement 

channel of the device. It is this exposed channel that is being experimented on, by operating the 

device in the standard DC mode and by novel amplitude modulation technique. 

 

  

Figure 4-19. Obtaining Figures of merit from standard mode of operation 
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Figure 4-19 shows the results of the obtained figures of merit of the SensorChip
TM

 when it is run 

in the DC micro-bridge configuration as suggested by the manufacturer. Performance of the 

SencorChip
TM

 in its standard mode of operation, the detector performance is not comparable to 

the likes of pyroelectric and thermopile detector, see summary Table 4-4 at the end of the 

chapter. It can be suggested that a better way (results in significant improvements of the figures 

of merit) of running the device would be to apply amplitude modulation (AM) in the standard 

micro-bridge setup that is shown in Figure 4-10, the following section will contain results in 

support of this suggestion. 

4.16 A novel operating method for the SensorChip
TM

 

It was observed that by running the SensorChip
TM

 in its recommended configuration the full 

potential of the device was not attained. SensorChip
TM

 as a mid-IR source can be modulated at 

frequencies >5Hz. However when one takes in to account its detection capabilities (light 

generation and detection in SensorChip
TM

 happens in tandem) i.e. its figures of merit the device 

can only be operated within the source modulation range of 1Hz to 3Hz after which a substantial 

degradation occurs on the detectivity of the device. Results of SensorChip
TM

 as a detector 

characterisation towards the latter part of this will show this fact. Yet if it was possible to operate 

the device at a higher frequency while still maintaining the micro-bridge in its balanced state a 

substantial improvements in its figures of merit (responsivity, noise equivalent power and 

detectivity) could be achieved. 
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Figure 4-20. Noise profile of the ICX 2D-metallic PhC 

 

Figure 4-20 shows the measured noise profile of the SensorChip
TM

 device. The measurement 

was done by feeding the thermal detector‟s output signal (in the absence of IR radiation and 

CO2) to an electronic spectrum analyser (HP 35660A). It is clear from the noise profile that a 

detection scheme that allows measurement to be made at a frequency >8Hz would benefit from a 

better detectivity due to a lower noise value. The process of taking a low-frequency signal and 

transmitting or detecting the signal at a much higher frequency is already in practice in different 

branches of telecommunication transmitter and receiver design. One such technique is known as 

Amplitude Modulation (AM) technique. Details of AM and how it can be applied to the micro-

bridge arrangement of the SensorChip
TM

 are as follows. 
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4.17 Novel operating method (Amplitude modulation) and motivation 

behind using amplitude modulation for the SensorChip
TM 

Amplitude modulation is the process of varying the amplitude of a signal (carrier frequency fc ) 

with another signal of much lower frequency (modulating frequency fm ). One reason a higher 

frequency carrier frequency is used in the broadcasting or communication industry is because 

audio or other low frequency signals cannot be transmitted with antennae of a practical size. 

Motivation behind adopting AM technique for the operation of the SensorChip
TM

 is the need to 

operate frequencies above 8Hz in order to make an improvement on the detectivity of the 

SensorChip
TM

 device. 

If a signal is applied to the input of a variable-gain device, the resulting output is an AM signal 

because Vout = AvVin (where Av is the variable gain voltage). Thus AM technique is a 

multiplication process (input voltage multiplied by a variable gain). When two sinusoidal signals 

of different frequencies are multiplied mathematically, term containing both the difference and 

the sum of two frequencies are produced. 

Let vc and vm be the carrier and the modulation signal; 

  2c cp cv V Sin f t  (4.27) 

and 

  2m mp mv V Sin f t  (4.28) 

Where Vcp and Vmp are the peak voltage of the signal and f is the frequency of the signal. Now 

multiplying equation (4.27 and (4.28) results in 
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  . 2 ( 2 )c m cp mp c mv v V V Sin f t sin f t   (4.29) 

4.18 Methodology for characterising SensorChip
TM

 figures of merit: 

Amplitude modulation technique 

A discussion on the theory of AM technique has already been given in section 4.17, here a 

description of its application for running the SensorChip
TM

 will be given, the setup used for 

detecting the AM signal and presentation of the new sets of figures of merit obtained by using 

the AM technique will also be presented. 

As described previously see Figure 4-10, the standard DC mode of operation of the micro-bridge 

is maintained as before. However to generate an AM signal an external high frequency (HF), f > 

9Hz AC signal (sine wave, 3Voltspkpk, offset -1VDC, on top of the DC voltage of 2.5Volts that 

was already present in the bridge for powering up the elements of the SensorChip
TM

) was 

injected to the node B of the micro-bridge. The setup of the blackbody source and its position 

from SensorChip
TM

 is same as described in section 4.13, along with the optical chopper setup, 

the difference in this setup is that another extra lock-in amplifier will be necessary in order to 

separate the HF carrier signal from the low frequency (LF) modulation signal. Following is the 

setup for characterising the SensorChip
TM

 for its figures of merit while running the 

SensorChip
TM

 through AM technique. 
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Figure 4-21. Amplitude modulation technique drive method for SensorChipTM 

 

Figure 4-21 shows the necessary arrangement for applying the AM technique in running the 

SensorChip
TM

 device. The arrangement is slightly different from the arrangement depicted on 

Figure 4-13. In order to demodulate and detect AM one has to use two different lock-in 

amplifiers. This is because an AM signal is composed of two different signals of different 

frequency and of different amplitude i.e. the carrier signal and the envelope signal. Therefore the 

setup of the lock-in was also different. Looking at Figure 4-21 the lock-in having the reference 

input from the optical chopper was a Stanford Research SR850 with a time constant τ of 3sec, 

input filter cut-off 24dB/Oct, sensitivity 100mV F.S, operated on R-ϴ mode, the input to the SR850 

was derived from the output of the SR830, which in turns was deriving its reference signal from 

the function generator HP3500A (sign wave of Amplitude 3Vpkpk, offset -1VDC and frequency 

range of 1Hz to 120Hz were used to find the optimum operating condition) responsible for 
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generating the carrier frequency. The setup for the SR830 was time constant τ 100m Sec, input 

filter with 24dB/Oct, sensitivity 1Volt F.S, AC coupled and was operated on R-ϴ mode. 

The motivation behind selecting AM technique as oppose to the standard method was to make an 

improvement in the SensorChip
TM

 signal to noise ratio, which in turns would improve the figures 

of merit of SensorChip
TM

. It was observed that the SensorChip
TM

 showed a good degree of 

modulation depth when operated with 10Hz carrier signal and with 1Hz optical signal. 

 

Figure 4-22. Envelope frequency was kept the same and the carrier frequency was 

changed, for higher carrier frequency the envelop amplitude reduced 

 

Figure 4-22 shows the loss of modulation depth as higher frequency carrier signal is applied. For 

the process of characterising the SensorChip
TM

 in terms of its figures of merit 10Hz carrier 

frequency along with 1Hz chopper frequency was used. Figure 4-23 shows the demodulated AM 

signal along with the 1Hz optical chopper signal. The SensorChip
TM

 that was used for this 

characterisation was not suitable for higher frequency carrier signal. However it is still possible 
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to use HF carrier signal through altering the resistance of the micro bridge. This would mean that 

the individual element resistance of the SensorChip
TM

 need to be altered. 

 

Figure 4-23. Demodulated AM signal (a) 1Hz optical chopper frequency (b) resulting AM 

signal when 10Hz carrier signal is multiplied with 1Hz chopper signal (c) demodulated 1Hz 

envelope at 10Hz 
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4.19 Results and discussion: Amplitude modulation technique for 

characterising SensorChip
TM

 

Figure 4-24 Shows the figures of merit of the SensorChip
TM

 when the device is run by amplitude 

modulation mode. 

 

 

The result of running the SensorChip
TM

 in AM mode improves the detectivity of the device both 

in the absence and in the presence of CO2 approximately by a factor of ten. 

The experiment shows some positive results, it indicates that it is possible to mix low frequency 

optical signal (modulated mid-IR signal from the blackbody source) with a high frequency drive 

signal. Both signals can later on be demodulated separately. This allows one to make a 

Figure 4-24. SensorChipTM figures of merit using AM technique 
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significant improvement on the signal to noise performance of the device. This result also 

implies that perhaps a bolometer operating at room temperature can also be used through this 

AM-Wheatstone bridge technique would also result in better figure of detectivity value then 

what is quoted by the manufacturer. This however was kept outside the remit of this 

investigation. Therefore a bolometer can also see its application in the gas sensing area. Table 4 

– 4 shows a summary of all the detector‟s measured and manufacturer quoted values for 

comparison. 
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Table 4-4. Shows a summary of the results obtained by characterising different types of commercial detectors 

DETECTOR Measured Values Quoted Values (Taken from the manufacturer) DG (cm.√Hz/W) 

Measured values R (V/W) NEP (W/√Hz) D*( cm.√Hz/W) R (V/W) NEP (W/√Hz) D*( cm.√Hz/W) 

LIM 212 Infratec dual CH 

pyro filtered 

72.668  0.27x10-10 2.215x106 150 120nV/√Hz 

Given as Noise 

density 

2.5x108  1.5x106  

PerkinElmer LHI807TC 

single CH pyro filterless 

2.4x103 2.16x10-10  6.94x106 3.5x103  Not stated Not stated 3.2x105  

PerkinElmer PYS3228TC 

dual CH pyro filtered 

173.83 3.06x10-9  4.89x105 3.5x103 Not stated Not stated 3x105  

Heimann HTS E21 

F3.91/F4.26 dual CH 

thermopile filtered 

1.8299 1.09x10-6  1365.6 34.7 1.1x10-9  1.09x108 (all DC 

values and 

without filters) 

867  

PerkinElmer TPS2534 dual 

CH thermopile filtered 

1.2 1.6x10-6  731.8  42  10.7 x10-9 2.3x108 (all DC 

values and 

without filters) 

372  

SensorChip (Standard DC) 39.4 2.2x10-8  6.52x103 Not stated Not stated Not given 0.5 

SensorChip (Novel AM 

technique) 

120 2.7x10-9  5.27x104  Not given Not given Not given 13  
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By looking at Table 4 – 4 first things that become apparent is the difference between the 

manufacturers quoted value of the detector key parameters to that of the measured value of the 

detector key parameters. It is also difficult to depend on the D
*
 value of the detector alone as 

some of the manufacturer data sheet did not include D
*
 value. However looking at the measured 

Dg value one can easily see that Infratec LIM212 gives better result from the application point of 

view (NDIR CO2 gas sensing). However the LIM212 has a bigger active area than the rest of the 

detectors that were characterised, one can expect to have a better D
*
 value if one uses a detector 

which has effectively larger active area as shown previously by equation 4.29. This (LIM212) 

slightly larger detector active area also puts the LIM212 at a disadvantage as a fully packaged 

detector would also be large, which means in a space constraint modern NDIR gas sensor the 

LIM212 type detector may not be the first choice when deciding which detector to use. On the 

other hand the PerkinElmer PYS322TC seems like a good compromise from the available batch 

of characterised detectors, in terms of its key parameters and size. 

4.20 Discussion on the commercial NDIR detector characterisation 

results 

The motivation behind the work on detector characterisation was to acquire thermal detectors 

figures of merit data from an NDIR CO2 gas sensing design point of view. These data are not 

available from the manufacturer, and the standard manufacturer data sheet does not tell a 

designer how a particular detector would precisely perform under specific application condition 

(NDIR CO2 gas sensor). It was therefore necessary to design specific experiments to characterise 

both standard thermal detector and also to characterise novel device such as ICX Plasmon 

source/ detector package from an application point of view. The experimental results 

demonstrate the following characteristics about various thermal detectors: 
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1) Pyroelectric detector typically has higher detectivity then the thermopile and the 

SensorChip
TM

 detector. 

2) Although the detectivity of the pyroelectric detector is better, it requires extra biasing 

electronics to operate i.e. 12VDC supply. The thermopile detector on the other hand does 

not require any biasing circuitry. 

3) The manufacturer quotes detector performance at 10 Hz modulating frequency, where all 

three type of detectors‟ optimum modulation frequency is around 1-2 Hz. 

4) There is substantial degradation in the apparent detectivity of the detector when it is 

without any filter or with filter or in the presence of target gas. It is observed that the 

thermopile is more affected in terms of its detectivity due to the presence of the filter than 

a pyroelectric detector. This could be for many reasons but the two most important reason 

maybe an optical interference filter restricts the amount of light going in to the detector in 

order to give the detector its wavelength selectivity,  

It becomes obvious that only characterising thermal detectors from an application point of view 

is not enough. It is necessary to also understand the effect of these optical interference filters that 

are placed in front of the detector to give its wavelength selectivity i.e. how these filters achieve 

these wavelength selectivity property and what physical parameters can perturb transmission 

spectrum of such optical filters? 

4.21 Brief description of the working principles of an optical 

interference filter 

The wavelength selectivity of an NDIR sensor comes from the presence of the optical 

interference filter in front of the detector. The optical interference filter is essentially a multilayer 

thin-film device, formed by periodic placement of high and low refractive index material. The 
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wavelength selectivity is achieved through the constructive / distractive light interference 

phenomenon. 

In this section a method of characterising such filters for gas measurement is outlined. 

Essentially the filters are tested for transmission variation due to the change in temperature and 

field of view (FOV).  

4.22 Results and discussion on filter characterisation data 

Two separate experiments were designed using a BioRad FTS60A spectrometer in order to 

observe the effect of temperature and the FOV variation on the transmission spectrum of the 

filter. Two interference filters (Manufacturer Infratec size 20x20mm, note that filters from only 

one manufacturer have been used for this experiment and the data do not show any “filter to 

filter” variation and therefore the results may not be fully representative) were used one having a 

central wavelength at 3.95µm and the other 4.25µm. Figure 4-25 shows the experimental setup 

for the measurement of the FOV variation of the filter‟s transmission spectrum. 

 

 

Rotating stage 

Detector 

Filter holder 

with filter 

IR source 

Figure 4-25. Experimental setup for the measurement of the FOV on filter transmission 

spectrum 
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For the purpose of this experiment a computer controlled rotating stage (PI M-060, controller C-

848 DC Servo motor controller) along with the rotating stage controller was used. A complete 

angular scan of -45
o 

to +45
o
 was made at every 10

o
 in order to cover complete 180

o
 FOV of the 

filter. A transmission spectrum of the filter was taken by using the BioRad FTS 60A at every 10
o
 

rotation also in order to observe record any changes to the filter‟s transmission spectrum. 

Figure 4-26 shows the experimental setup for measuring the temperature dependency of the 

filter‟s transmission spectrum. A filter mount was built, which was further equipped with the 

closed-loop temperature control (Thorlabs LASER diode temperature controller LTC100-C). 

Under normal application the LTC100-C is a LASER diode temperature controller and it 

controls the temperature of the LASER diode by its internal Proportional Integral and 

Differential (P-I-D) controller. For the purpose of this experiment the LTC100-C was modified 

so that it can control the temperature of the setup as shown in Figure 4-26. The temperature 

controller comes with a wide range of temperature controllability for LASER diode mount (-

45
o
C to 145

o
C, temperature stability <0.002

o
C). However for this experiment a temperature 

controller was used to control the temperature of the filter mount, shown in Figure 4-26. The 

filter was taken through temperature range of 20
o
C to 50

o
C. 
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Figure 4-27(a) shows the overall effect of the filter angular variation on its transmission 

spectrum. In order to display the measurement data in a more presentable format, Figure 4-27(b) 

was included. From Figure 4-27(b) it is clear that the filter transmission spectrum undergoes a 

wavelength shift and drop in filter transmission when the filter FOV is subjected to angular 

variation (for 3.95µm filter it goes through a wavelength shift of 0.054 µm and for the 4.25 µm 

filter shows a wavelength shift rather it shows a drop in transmission spectrum of 0.12). 

Figure 4-28 shows the result of temperature variation on filter transmission. For this experiment 

two different temperature was looked at 20
o
 C and 50

o 
C. The result shows that temperature 

variation does result in a slight shift of the filter transmission wavelength. Filter transmission 

when compared to the previous experiment where the filter FOV was subjected to angular 

variation and filter transmission was recorded subsequently. 

 

Electrically controlled 

heating / cooling stage 

Detector 

Filter holder 

with filter 

IR source 

Figure 4-26. Experimental setup for measuring the temperature dependency of the 

interference filter 
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Figure 4-27. (a) Shows the overall effect of the angular variation on the transmission  spectrum of the both filters (b) shows 

three main angular variation Vs transmission (relative to -45
o
 to +45

o
) of the filters 

 
Figure 4-28. Shows the effect of temperature variation on the transmission spectrum of the filter 
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In this chapter it was shown that the detector key parameters that are available from the detector 

manufacturer are not necessarily going to be particularly useful for NDIR sensor development 

work. This is because a manufacturer would produce detector which would have application in 

many different areas, as a result manufacturer tends to produce a generic data sheet about their 

detectors. 

A method to characterise thermal detector from an application point of view (NDIR gas sensor 

design) is presented in this chapter. Different thermal detectors were characterised by using this 

method and the obtained results were compared with the manufacturer quoted values. A new 

detector parameter DG was introduced. It was shown that the parameter DG gives the measure of 

the maximum signal degradation in the presence of the target gas. Therefore from a NDIR gas 

sensor design point of view DG value of a detector is more preferable than D
*
. 

In chapter six the characterised detectors are going to be used inside a bench-top NDIR gas 

sensor to make NDIR gas measurement, where the NDIR sensor performance will be evaluated. 

It is necessary to understand that in an NDIR sensor a detector is not working in isolation rather 

it works with other component of the of the NDIR sensor. Therefore it is necessary to 

characterise those individual components and establish the overall performance characterisation 

and optimisation. In the next chapter a discussion and presentation of the experimental results on 

various mid-IR sources are made. 
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5.  Mid-IR sources and the 

process of characterisation 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Previously the importance of the mid-IR detectors and the need for characterisation of such 

detectors from an NDIR gas sensor development point of view was described. In this chapter a 

discussion on the different types of mid-IR sources will be made and also a need for 

characterisation of such sources will be presented. 

A key component in a compact NDIR gas sensor is a bright infrared source that can be 

modulated at a speed > 3Hz so that high sensitive lock-in detection can be applied. A stable 

emission pattern, unaffected by both short-term environmental changes and long term drift is 

also desirable. It is also preferable when employing thermal or photo detectors equipped with 

interference filters to have sources that have maximum emission that corresponds to the specific 

interference filters pass band characteristics. In miniaturised NDIR sensor it is almost a standard 

practice that the source is modulated electronically. The basic advantage of electronic 

modulation is elimination of the mechanical chopper from the NDIR sensor, which makes the 

NDIR sensor more reliable comparing to NDIR sensor with moving parts. 

5 
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A frequently used IR source in NDIR sensor for the detection of CO, CO2 or hydrocarbons is the 

microbulb [1]. It is possible to modulate such IR sources within the frequency range up to 

several Hz. A disadvantage of using microbulb is its high operating temperature (up to 3000K) 

which causes significant power radiation in the shorter wavelength. This shorter wavelength 

component can be a cause for generating parasitic components of the detector signal [2], 

For the purpose of characterisation four types of mid-IR source technology will be described in 

this chapter, namely  

1) The tungsten filament lamp (microbulb), this is also considered to be the standard choice 

of source for an NDIR gas sensor  

2) Thin film membrane type filament source, this is a more recent mid-IR source which is 

claimed to be more efficient in the mid-IR wavelength. 

3) Mid-IR LED. The mid-IR LED is more of an emerging technology and up to now has not 

provided sufficient output power to enable low concentration gas measurements. Results 

at the end of the chapter will show that for mid-IR LED due to its low output emission 

power is not a good choice of source in an NDIR gas sensor when the sensor is required 

to make low concentration gas measurement.  

4) ICX SensorChip
TM

 will also be characterised as an IR source in order to show its 

efficiency as mid-IR source for NDIR gas sensing purposes. 

In this chapter a discussion on the three of the all four sources will be given apart from the ICX 

source. This is because the working principle of the ICX device has already been presented in 

substantial detail in chapter four and five. 
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From an application point of view any mid-IR source for an NDIR CO2 gas sensor is required to 

have following characteristics: 

1) High optical power output (≥ 1mW) in the mid-IR wavelength, for the purpose of CO2 

detection the operating wavelength is 4.25μm, with a FWHM of 0.17µm. 

2) High modulation frequency (f>3Hz). Higher modulation frequency results in better S/N 

value, which in turns results in improvement in sensors ability to detect low concentration 

of CO2. 

3) Mid-IR source with longer life span, however as in the case of CO2 NDIR sensor the 

source is modulated, the filament based mid-IR source tends to have shorter life span 

(approximately 5,000 hrs [1]) than that of the mid-IR LED (20,000 hrs [3]). 

4) The source needs to maintain a steady mid-IR emission output while in operation in the 

NDIR sensor, as any random fluctuation in the source emission output will result in an 

increase of detector noise. 

5) It is also preferred that the price of the mid-IR source would be comparable to that of a 

microbulb in order for the manufacturer to consider replacing microbulb with a novel 

mid-IR source. 

At present there has been a lot of work done in developing a more efficient mid-IR source 

utilising different technologies, for example move towards making efficient mid-IR source 

design to be used in NDIR gas sensing, working with new materials and new filament geometry 

for filament based mid-IR sources [4], research on developing high performance mid-IR narrow 

band source utilising novel photonics structure i.e. 2-D Metallic photonic crystal structure [5], 

and research on thin-film membrane type mid-IR source design for faster modulation has also 

been discussed [6]. 
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Keeping these characteristics in mind in this section a description of working principles of 

microbulb, membrane filament and mid-IR LED will be provided prior to the discussion about 

their characterisation methodology. 

5.2 Physics of incandescent light bulb 

Incandescence happens due to electrical resistive heating of solid. In this process some of the 

electrical resistive heating energy gets transferred as electronic excitation of solid, and the 

relaxation of this excited electronic state is accompanied by the emission photons. 

When this photon emission happens at the visible spectrum of the EM spectrum it is said the 

solid is incandescing. To emit visible light, a solid must be heated red hot to over 850K [7]. It is 

difficult for a standard light bulb to maintain average temperature greater than 2900K. At this 

temperature only a small fraction of the radiated energy occurs in the visible wavelengths-less 

than 10%, [7] with most remaining energy radiated away at infrared wavelengths, Figure 5-1 

shows a standard microbulb. 

 

Figure 5-1. Microbulb taken from [1] 
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Form the above discussion a microbulb may seem to be an ideal candidate for an NDIR gas 

analyser source, but fundamentally microbulbs are limited by two main physical characteristics. 

This makes them not an efficient source for mid-infrared devices. These limitations are discussed 

as follows: 

1) Light bulb failure due to filament damage. Due to the high operating temperature of the 

filament tungsten tends to evaporate from the filament surface and gets deposited on the 

inner surface of the glass envelope [7]. This over time blackens the glass bulb. The 

thermal distribution of the light bulb tungsten filament is not same at every point of the 

filament. This results in some bits of the filament operation at a higher temperature than 

to its neighbouring points. As a tungsten tends to evaporate faster from these filament hot 

spot.  As filament hot spots evaporate faster and resulting in a locally thinned filament, 

these locally thinned filament locations will also result in higher electrical resistance and 

will have higher temperature, thereby reinforcing localised evaporation. Over time this 

results in light bulb filament failure. In the NDIR instrument the infrared sources are 

electronically modulated, this also increases the thermal and mechanical stress on the 

filament and results in a significantly reduced life span of the tungsten filament lamp. 

2) Glass envelope of the light bulb. The glass envelope is essentially used to prevent 

oxidation of the filament. Unfortunately this glass envelope also acts as a mid-infrared 

blocker, [8] shows the spectral transmission of the glass envelope. 
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Figure 5-2. Spectral transmission of the glass envelope for visible/IR lamps and absorption 

wavelengths for specific gases taken from [8] 

 

From Figure 5-2 we can see that when it comes to carbon dioxide gas sensing using a microbulb 

as an infrared source we have already lost more than 50% of infrared transmission due to glass 

envelope. This is why as previously mentioned in the beginning of this chapter at present there 

has been a substantial amount of research and development work carried out to design an 

efficient infrared source.  

5.3 Membrane type mid-IR foil type filament source 

The new mid-IR foil type filament source is a device which has low operating temperature (1000 

to 1200K) comparing to the standard tungsten filament microbulb [9], [10]. This device can be 

operated at a relatively faster electronic modulation than a microbulb due to the low thermal 

mass of the foil type source. The surface of foil type filament source is sometime specially 

treated in order to improve the devices emissivity in the wavelength of interest. It has been also 

HC 

CO2 

CO 
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claimed that special texturing of the surface structure also gives dependency of emissivity upon 

the radiation wavelength [11]. This allows the manufacturer of such device to engineer the 

radiation spectrum of device to fall within the absorption of the gas whose concentration is being 

measured, Figure 5-3 shows the construction of such membrane type IR source and also shows a 

commercially available mid-IR source, which was characterised and used for the purpose of 

measurement of CO2 concentration as part of this thesis. 

 

 

Figure 5-3. (a) Shows the construction of the thin and thick foil construction of the actual 

heating element of the membrane type filament taken from [2], (b) Commercially available 

membrane type mid-IR source (Intex MIRL 17-900), filament type A, taken from [12] 

 

5.4 Mid-IR LED 

Mid-IR light emitting diodes (LED) can be considered as an attractive alternative IR source for 

NDIR gas analyser comparing to the standard microbulb. This is because mid-IR LED has higher 

Model of A-type filament 

sources 

Model of B-type filament 

sources 
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rate of modulation, low power consumption and longer lifespan. The foil / membrane type 

filament source and microbulb on the other hand suffer from slow modulation rate, and the 

consumption of power is also high. However mid-IR LED has a low average power output. In 

NDIR gas sensing application, in order to make a good quality low concentration gas 

measurement it is necessary to have source power of 1mW in continuous wave (CW) [13]. There 

exist quite a few published work where it is stated that LEDs operating in the 3 - 10µm 

wavelength range would give power output from 1W to 1mW [13]. However this information 

can be misleading, as the quoted optical power is the peak power of the source which is operated 

at a low duty cycle. However from the gas measurement point of view it is the average power of 

the source that is important [13], see Figure 5-4 where a comparison of available IR LED source 

spectra with the wavelength of fundamental or strong vibration-rotation bands of significant 

gases are shown. 

As far as mid IR LED goes in order for it be applicable in a commercially viable NDIR gas 

analyser it needs to show a substantial improvements in output power (CW) at room temperature. 
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Figure 5-4. Wavelength of fundamental or strong vibration-rotation bands of significant 

gases compared with source spectra, taken from [13]. 

 

5.5 Motivation behind source characterisation and characterisation 

methodology 

Hitherto a discussion on different mid-IR sources that have been considered as a source for 

NDIR gas sensor design has been presented. One can see clearly the difference in operating 

principles that exist between these different mid-IR sources. It is therefore expected that there 

should be a difference in the performance of such sources when used as a source of mid-IR 

radiation in an NDIR gas sensor. The objective of this doctoral work is to try and understand in 

which ways one can further optimise the performance of an NDIR CO2 gas sensor through a 

better understanding of the individual components that make up an NDIR gas sensor, and 

through proper method of characterisation. In the beginning of this chapter a list of requirements 

that are expected from a mid-IR sources has been given. From an application point of view a 
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source with good level of in-band (4.25µm in the case of CO2 NDIR gas sensor) emission power 

with a capability of high (>1Hz) rate of modulation is required. In this section a description of 

such methodology, which would characterise each of the four sources previously mentioned 

from the output power and its dependency on the rate of modulation will be presented. 

Furthermore a description of how the resulting experimental data was analysed and what they 

mean will also be presented 

Figure 5-5 shows the setup used for the characterisation of the mid-IR sources. The sources were 

driven using a function generator (HP 33120A). A parallel network of 2Ω precision resistors 

along with a Keithley 199 digital multi meter (DMM) was used to monitor the voltage and 

current characteristics of the source under test. The output was detected using a single channel 

unfiltered pyroelectric detector (PerkinElmer LHI 807 TC G17) at a distance of 85mm from the 

source, with a 20×20mm Infratec 3.9µm filter with FWHM of 90nm in front. This was done to 

minimise the effect of the background CO2 from the measurement process. Detector (LHI 807 

TC G17) had been calibrated using a blackbody source with known output. 

The detector signal was amplified using an external AC coupled voltage amplifier (Stanford 

Research SR560, (no filtering was applied to the detector signal). The amplified signal was 

measured using a Lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830 setup, time constant τ=30 sec for 

frequencies from 0.5Hz to 5Hz in, R-θ mode). A digital storage oscilloscope was also used in 

order to observe the detector response profile as a function of time. 

Table 5-1 gives a summary of the different types of mid-IR sources used for the characterisation 

process. The reason for characterising different mid-IR sources is to compare the standard mid-
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IR source (microbulb) with novel and more innovative sources that are appearing in the mid-IR 

region of the spectrum from an application point of view. 

Table 5-1. Summary of different mid-IR sources used for the characterisation process 

Microbulb Membrane source ICX SensorChipTM Mid-IR LED 

 

 

 

12×12mm  

Operating voltage 5Volts 

Maximum current 60mA 

Filament type cc-6 Refer to 

Gilway catalogue  

 

Operating voltage 7Volts 

Maximum current 65mA 

 

Power in CO
2
 band: 1.5-

2mW 

 Low input power <130mW 

Continuous / Pulsed 

operation: ~0/1Hz 

 Voltage requirement 

2.5VDC  

Peak wavelength λ
max

, 4.2µm 

 Spectral width FWHM 

0.45µm 

Pulsed power P at drive 

current I= 1A 100µW 

  (5µs, 2kHz) 

 CW power at I=0.2A 30µW  

 

 

Figure 5-5. Setup for IR source characterisation 

85mm 

Filter 
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5.6 Results and discussion of source characterisation 

In order to characterise the source one has to use a characterised detector, which is able to detect 

source characteristics (modulated output power of the source) within the operating wavelength of 

the source. The detector in this case generates electrical output in response to an optical signal 

received from the source. The output signal of the detector is a function of detector responsivity 

and source output power at the source modulation frequency. In order to observe only the source 

characteristics i.e. variation of the source output power in terms of source modulation frequency 

one has to remove the detector responsivity from the detector output signal. Following is a 

description of the process by which source characteristics were derived from the detector output 

signal.  

The membrane source is used to describe this process. All other source characteristics were also 

obtained by following the same process. 

For the process of source characterisation a characterised single channel pyroelectric detector 

was used. During the process of detector characterisation the detector was placed 85mm away 

from the blackbody source. The distance 85mm represents the actual distance between a source 

and a detector in the developed bench-top NDIR gas sensor. The reason for using a blackbody 

source is because it is a calibrated source and it emits a precise amount infrared flux at any given 

distance with ±1
o
C of the target blackbody source temperature. The responsivity of the single 

channel detector as a function of modulation frequency is given in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6. Detector responsivity Vs modulation frequency using a blackbody source as 

measured in chapter 4 

 

Having the characterisation of the detector established one can now replace the blackbody source 

with any other infrared source of one’s choice at a distance of 85mm away from the 

characterised single channel pyroelectric detector and deduce the amount received power from 

the source that is to be characterised. 

 

Figure 5-7. Detector responsivity Vs modulation frequency using a membrane source 
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Figure 5-7 shows the detector responsivity when membrane source is used. Notice the drop in 

detector responsivity compared to Figure 5-6. In order to obtain the detector responsivity data 

shown in Figure 5-6 the membrane source was modulated from 0.5Hz to 100Hz. At every 

modulation frequency both the source and detector voltage was recorded see Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-8. Electronic modulation of the source at different frequency Vs detector 

response at the corresponding frequency 
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Once the time domain has been represented as shown in Figure 5-8, one can obtain membrane 

source characteristic by simply dividing detector responsivity due to the membrane source by 

detector responsivity due to the blackbody source see Figure 5-9. 

 

Figure 5-9. Received power at the detector as a function of modulation frequency, source 

used membrane 

 

All four of the sources were put through the same characterisation process in order to deduce 

their source characteristic. The ICX SensorChip
TM 

 device was characterised differently due to its 

low emission spectrum at 85mm distance see Figure 5-10. To be consistent with other three 

source characterisation process at first the ICX source was placed 85mm away from the detector 

with voltage amplifier gain setting of 1000 along with a low pass filter at 0.3Hz. No signal was 

detected, as a result the voltage amplifier gain was increased to 2000 and a small level of signal 

was detected. Due to the small level of detected signal from the source it was not possible to use 

modulation frequency greater than 1Hz. Decision was made to bring the source closer to the 

detector (16mm) to increase the level of detected signal and reduce the gain to 1000 to decrease 

the level of noise. Voltage amplifier setting (gain 1000, low pass filter at 0.3Hz, coupling AC), 
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lock-in amplifier setting (τ=30, coupling AC, R-ϴ mode) a 3.9µm optical interference filter was 

placed in front of the detector in order to reduce the effect of background CO2 on the 

measurement, function generator was set to 2.4VDC peak to peak square wave modulation. 
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Figure 5-10. Shows when the detector is 85mm away from the source the detector 

receives very small power from the source the gain of the voltage amplifier was 2000, 

however when the detector was placed at 16mm away from the source it showed a 

better level of perceived power due to the source proximity the gain was lowered (1000) 

in order to reduce noise 
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The result of the ICX source characterisation is not comparable to the other three sources, yet the 

characterisation results are still presented. This is because ICX Plasmon source is a source-

detector package. It is a novel device, which shows possibility that in future it may be possible to 

have both source and detector as one monolithic device, which can be driven at a higher 

frequency (>5Hz), and at the same time it is possible to have a source with narrow band emission 

spectrum by manipulating 2D metallic photonic crystal structure. However the present model of 

the ICX SensorChip
TM

 is not a viable contender as a possible source in an NDIR gas sensor, 

which is capable of measuring low concentration of the target gas. Results have been presented 

in the following chapter where ICX SensorChip was used as a miniature NDIR gas sensor,. 

Figure 5-11 shows the result of all four source characterisation. 
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Figure 5-11. Results of the mid-IR source characterisation (a) received signal at the 

thermal detector in watts as a function of source modulation frequency all sources were 

placed 85mm away from the detector, (b) received signal at the thermal detector in 

watts as a a function of ICX source modulation frequency, source was placed at 16mm 

away from the detector. Note the plot does not contain any error bars, as error was not 

significant in terms of the limit of detection of the NDIR sensor when used for CO2 

sensing purposes. In other words source flicker noise is not the dominent noise 

mechanism in low resolution spectroscopy such as NDIR technique [14] 
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Figure 5-11 by looking at the micro bulb and membrane source plot we can see a typical 3dB 

roll-off pattern due to thermal mass of the source. Both the microbulb and the membrane source 

show a falling output as the source modulation frequency is increased. This may be a 

characteristic of a filament type source. Thermal mass or CTH is the capacity of any given body 

to store heat. It is typically measured in the unit of J/K. If the body consists of a homogeneous 

materials with sufficiently known physical properties, the thermal mass is simply the amount of 

material present times the specific heat capacity of the material. Therefore a body such as a 

filament which contains lot of materials would take a while to heat-up. Same way it would take 

the equal amount of time to cool down. Therefore as we go towards the higher frequency of 

modulation we see a drop in output power because the filament don’t have enough time to heat 

up or to cool down and as a result it operates at a mean operating point. This in turns results in a 

lower output power.  The choice to modulate the source also results in a shorter life span for the 

source. Mid-IR LED on the other hand does not suffer from such drawbacks. Nevertheless when 

the output power of the source is in question it is the micro bulb that has the highest power 

output. 

The objective of this experiment was to see in terms of cost, ease of use and integration, power 

output which source could be a good choice of mid-IR source for the NDIR CO2 gas sensor. It is 

clear from Figure 5-11 that in terms of output power, cost and ease of use a microbulb may be a 

good choice of source for an NDIR gas sensor. Furthermore a microbulb is a standard source that 

is in use at the moment. However this source is not an efficient source in the mid-IR spectrum, it 

generates excess heat, which in turns increases thermal detector noise. It is therefore preferable 

to use sources that are considered to be an efficient source in the mid-IR spectrum. Membrane 

source is one such device. Unlike microbulb it has no visible emission, and therefore it operates 
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at a lower temperature, where the filament temperature of a microbulb is 3000K [7]. 

Nevertheless in this chapter all sources were characterised in terms of the received power at the 

detector as a function of the source modulation frequency. The only way one can verify if it does 

hold any benefit from an NDIR CO2 gas sensor design point of view is to have a source that is 

considered to be a more efficient mid-IR emitter, is to carryout actual gas measurement work by 

using a standard source (microbulb) and compare the result with the gas measurement work by 

using an efficient mid-IR emitter (membrane source). This is done in the next chapter. 
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6. Gas measurement 

 

6.1 Introduction 

So far discussions have been presented on characterisation of various components for an NDIR 

CO2 gas sensor, so that the components can be incorporated in an instrument. The purpose of this 

bench top NDIR CO2 gas sensor is to provide one with the ability to compare and contrast 

different combinations of mid-IR sources and detectors and observe their actual effectiveness 

from an application point of point of view. The current work in the fields of mid-IR source and 

detector development area are independent of each other. In other words when a manufacturer is 

producing a mid-IR source the production objective is not just to produce a source that can only 

be used efficiently in the NDIR sensor, rather the use of the sources in NDIR sensor is just one 

area of application. The same also applies for the mid-IR detector. It is therefore necessary to 

have a bench-top NDIR gas sensor developed where controlled experiment can be carried out 

which can give a good measure of comparability between different combinations of source and 

detectors and their effectiveness when it comes to designing NDIR gas sensor. In this section a 

detailed description of the development process of such bench-top NDIR gas sensor will be 

presented along with the various design considerations that were taken into account. 

6 
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The bench-top NDIR gas sensor was also used in a series of controlled CO2 sensing experiments. 

This was carried out in order to establish the sensor’s different system parameters and also to 

account for the observed systematic error on the gas measurement data. A detailed discussion on 

this will also be found in this section. 

At the end of this section results and discussion on the gas measurement results will be 

presented. So let us now continue with the discussion on the design and development of the 

bench-top NDIR CO2 gas sensor by using the characterised source and detector combination in 

order to see their effect on the gas measurement. 

6.2 Design and development of the bench-top NDIR CO2 gas sensor 

Prior to the design of the bench-top NDIR gas sensor there were a few expected system criteria, 

which dictated how the system must be designed. The following shows list of such requirements: 

1) The bench-top NDIR gas sensor has to be portable, therefore it needs to be compact 

2) The sensor needs to be able to accommodate different combinations of source and 

detector that have been characterised prior to inclusion in the NDIR sensor itself. The 

reason for this requirement was because there is a need for assessing the effect of 

different combinations of source and detector on the measurement accuracy of gas 

concentration without losing the comparability between different combinations of source 

and detector 

3) The developed sensor needs to be readily connectable to the available standard laboratory 

electronic measurement equipment along with the available connectivity with the data 

acquisition hardware and software 
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4) Sensor also needs to be immune from the background (environmental) CO2. Therefore 

the gas cell of the bench-top NDIR gas sensor needs to be properly sealed and also any 

possible leak along gas supply and exit line needs to sealed. 

Taking all the above requirements in to account a bench-top NDIR CO2 gas sensor was designed 

and built as part of this doctoral work. The initial design suffered from gas leakage along the 

supply line, and also from the NDIR sensor itself see Figure 6-1, this problem was rectified in 

the subsequent design iteration of the developed bench-top NDIR sensor. The developed NDIR 

sensor did not have any moving parts. Source was modulated electronically. Once the 

measurement process was underway the bench-top NDIR unit was almost isolated from its 

surrounding, so that the measurement data was free from the background carbon dioxide. Figure 

6-2 and Figure 6-3 shows the gas measurement results using the first developed model of the 

NDIR gas sensor. 

 

Figure 6-1. Initial design of the bench-top NDIR gas sensor, a plastic box around the 

developed sensor was used in order to isolate the NDIR sensor from the background CO2 
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Figure 6-2. Gas measurement for varying levels of gas concentration, high concentration 

gas measurement is shown here in a log-log plot 
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Figure 6-3. Plot of gas measurement varying levels of gas concentration, lower 

concentration measurement data are shown in linear plot, the plot shows below 50ppm the 

uncertainty in the concentration measurement increases, indicating a leak in the system or 

the presence of back ground CO2 in the measurement 

 

Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 shows a plot of measured gas concentration against the ideal sensor 

response to concentration. For this experiment two different concentrations of CO2 (20%vol and 

2006ppm) was diluted with hydrocarbon free air to get a range of varying CO2 concentration. 

Note the ideal sensor response plot for CO2 as target gas was generated by obtaining CO2 spectra 

from the HITRAN [1] database, then approximating an interference filter model. The CO2 

spectra and the approximated filter transfer function ware then combined to give a combined 

transfer function as a function of wavelength (λ). This in turn was integrated over the whole 

range of wavelengths. 
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The hyphenated line shows the ideal sensor response to concentrations in the range 0 – 200000 

and 0 – 2006 ppm. The plot shows that the instrument approaches close to 50ppm before it 

deviates from the predicted sensor response to concentration trace, due to possible leak in the 

setup. The measured plot shows a constant factor of 1.3 times less than the ideal Beer’s law plot. 

This could be a systematic error resulting from the actual setup or from the ideal Beer’s Law 

model. On the basis of our repeatability test the estimated standard deviation of ±0.16% of the 

mean value, which is far too small to show on this plot and insufficient to account for the error. 

A second design iteration of the bench-top NDIR sensor was made. It was designed to measure 

CO2 concentration lower than the 50ppm. This was not possible on the previous design due to 

the presence of possible leakage along the gas supply line and possible leakage from the 

developed NDIR sensor itself. Changes that are introduced in this second iteration were; 

1) Both the source and the detector were incorporated within the gas cell itself, thereby 

eliminating the need for a plastic enclose around the NDIR sensor see Figure 6-1.  

2) Detector holder was designed in such a way as to maintain optical alignment so that the 

different gas measurement results are comparable to each other. 

The second iteration of the developed NDIR gas sensor did made the developed bench-top NDIR 

sensor more compact, portable and capable of measuring lower concentration level, however 

when the developed sensor was used to measure higher concentration of CO2 the instrument 

seemed to show a offset from its zero reference point. This was attributed to leak in the system 

and to inefficient purging. Figure 6-4 Shows the new setup along with possible leak sites in the 

system and the way in which it was mitigated (wax was used to prevent leakage and to improve 

purging). See Figure 6-5 (b) which shows an offset in the NDIR sensors zero reference (the 
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process by which the instrument zero reference is obtained is described by the equation 2.6). in 

other words it was found that after a full range gas concentration measurement the developed 

NDIR gas sensor’s initial zero reference was not same as the final zero reference. This is only 

observed when the instrument was used for higher concentration of CO2 measurement. In order 

to obtain a zero reference the gas cell of the NDIR sensor is flushed with clean air meaning no 

target gas should be present in the gas cell. Therefore, when one can see that after high 

concentration measurement the zero reference of the NDIR sensor has changed from its starting 

value, it only indicates inefficient purging of the gas cell i.e. there is still CO2 present in the 

system. 

 

 

 

 

Gas in Gas out 

Gas cell 

IR source 

IR detector 

(a) (b) 

Wax was later used 

around IR source and 

detectors 

Possible gas leak 

Figure 6-4. (a) New setup of the bench-top NDIR gas sensor, also showing possible area 

of gas leak during time of gas measurement experiment (b) schematic of the setup 
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Figure 6-5. (a) shows the measurement of CO2 concentration (0ppm to 2020pmm) (b) 

shows the measurement of CO2 concentration from 0ppm to 20%vol, for higher 

concentration an instrument offset in zero reference can be seen in the measurement 

 

On closer inspection it was found that a perfectly sealed bench-top NDIR CO2 gas detection 

system is very difficult to build without compromising on system flexibility and robustness of 

the overall sensor. Therefore a compromise was made; inside the gas cell of the bench-top NDIR 
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sensor always a positive pressure was maintained for the complete duration of the gas 

measurement experiment. Furthermore during each set of gas measurements the NDIR sensor 

was periodically brought back to zero gas condition in the gas cell. This way any possibility of 

instrument zero reference drift that may result from the presence of the leftover (due to in-

efficient purge) / background (due to a leak in the NDIR sensor) CO2 in the system or due to an 

unwanted leak in the system has been made observable. Figure 6-6 shows the developed bench-

top NDIR CO2 gas sensor with wax seal around different suspected leak site in order to eliminate  

NDIR sensor zero reference drift from the measurement. 

 

Figure 6-6. Bench-top NDIR gas sensor used in measuring CO2 concentration. The 

travelling microscope was used to measure the optical path length (the path length was set 

to 30mm) 
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Once this new setup with wax seal around the detector and the source holder along with properly 

connected gas supply line to the sensor was used, the problem with zero drift in gas measurement 

was eliminated and it was possible to make repeatable sets of gas concentration measurements, 

see Figure 6-7. 

 

 

Figure 6-7. (a) shows the measurement of CO2 concentration (0ppm to 2020pmm) (b) 

shows the measurement of CO2 concentration from 0pp to 20%vol, in both the cases no 

drift instrument zero reference is observed, indicating a clear improvement in the design of 

the developed NDIR sensor resulting in better quality gas concentration measurement 
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Once the different issues relating to the development process of the bench-top NDIR gas sensor 

were considered then the developed sensor was made ready for series of gas measurement using 

different combinations of source and detectors. The data shows the effectiveness and limitations 

of different combinations from an application point of view. Furthermore the experimental data 

also helped to characterise the bench-top NDIR sensor as a practical CO2 concentration 

measurement instrument using NDIR technique. 

6.3 Sources of measurement uncertainties from the bench-top NDIR 

gas sensor 

Input (different concentrations of CO2) to the NDIR gas sensor comes from a calibrated mass 

flow controller (MFC, Teledyne THPS400). Certified gas cylinders were used in order to mix the 

gases to vary the concentration of CO2 in the gas mixture (within the range 0ppm to 

200000ppm). In this arrangement CO2 is mixed with hydrocarbon free air. The hydrocarbon free 

cylinder is certified to contain ±≤1ppm of CO2. Furthermore the different channel of the MFC 

also adds to the uncertainties of the actual concentration measurement. The combined error in 

gas concentration has been calculated by Dr J Hodgkinson and the result is shown in Figure 6-8. 

Nevertheless the error that appears in each of the individual concentration points is far smaller 

than experimental error and may therefore be neglected. In this respect it can be said that the 

NDIR CO2 gas sensor is limited by the intrinsic noise of the detector used in the measurement 

process. 
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Figure 6-8. Log-log plot of overall error resulting in actual concentration of CO2. The plot 

is a modelled error not an actual experimental error 

 

For the purpose of gas measurement two different thermal detectors were used, namely 

pyroelectric detector (PerkinElmer PYS3228TC G2/G20) and thermopile detector (Heimann 

HTS E21 F3.91/F4.26). Both the detectors were intrinsically affected by Johnson noise and 1/f 

noise along with external interference such as line voltage pickup. The external interference was 

eliminated through careful experimental setup e.g. sensor was properly grounded, detector was 

shielded appropriately from external line voltage pickup and generally good experimental 

practice was observed. Nevertheless it was not possible to remove all of the intrinsic noise from 

the detectors output, although Phase Sensitive Detection (PSD) using lock-in amplifier was made 

for each channel of the detector and improvement were made on the measurement sensitivity yet 

it was observed that the bench-top NDIR gas sensor was limited due to the resulting noise from 

the combination of source and detector that was used in the gas measurement process. The 

standard combination of microbulb and dual channel pyroelectric detector was found to provide 
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a poor S/N performance when compared with newly developed mid-IR source and detector 

combination see section 6.5. 

6.4 Gas measurement methodology and quantification of uncertainties 

in the measurement 

In chapter one Table 1 – 2 an outline of the NDIR CO2 gas sensor system specification has been 

given. The objective of this section is to show that the developed bench-top NDIR gas sensor 

fulfils its design specifications and also it proves to be an excellent tool for NDIR sensor 

development, following is a description of the gas measurement methodology using the 

developed bench-top NDIR gas sensor. 

Gases from two cylinders, one containing a known quantity of CO2 in air and the other 

containing hydrocarbon free air, were mixed in different proportions using a series of mass flow 

controllers (Teledyne THPS400). To extend the concentration range, cylinders with two 

concentrations of CO2 were used, one containing 2020ppm and the other 19.99%Vol. In this way 

it was possible to step through concentration from 0ppm to 200000ppm range. 

In order to compare the effect of source and detector two different combinations were used. First 

a set of measurements was carried out using the standard combination of micro bulb (Gilway, 

1600) and pyroelectric detector (PerkinElmer PYS3228 G2/G20). Here the micro bulb was 

driven at a 1Hz square wave modulation from 0 Volts to 4.15 Volts (measured across the source) 

using a function generator (HP33120A). Signals from each channel of the pyroelectric detector 

were amplified by a voltage amplifier (Stanford Research SR560 Gain 100, AC coupled, low 

noise no filter). The amplified signals were demodulated using two lock-in amplifiers (Stanford 
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Research SR830 and SR850) with identical set-up (time constant τ=3sec, 24dB/Oct, sensitivity 

500mV, R-ϴ mode). 

For the second set of measurements a membrane source (Intex, MIRL 17-900) and dual channel 

thermopile detector (Heimann HTS E21 F3.91/F4.26) were used. Here the membrane source was 

pulsed at a 1Hz square wave modulation, from 0 Volts to 4.8 Volts, otherwise the experimental 

details were identical as mentioned previously. Both of these combinations were used to measure 

CO2 from zero to 20% Vol. CO2 gas.  
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6.5 Results and analysis 

 

Figure 6-9. (a) Gas measurement data using a dual channel pyroelectric detector and 

microbulb (b) plot of an expected form of the calibration curve that can be obtained from 

the experimental data and its relation to the NDIR gas sensors input and output 

characteristics 

 

It was observed that the noise resulting from the source and detector resulted in higher 

uncertainties in the measurement of absorption, compared to the uncertainties in the gas 

concentration described in section 6.3. Figure 6-9 (a) shows clearly the noise on the 

measurement data arising from the source and detector combination is the major impediment for 
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low concentration measurement, where (b) shows the process in which the experimental data can 

be translated in to a plot of Instrument output vs. gas concentration plot. Note the plot on Figure 

6-9(b) is not a calibration curve rather it is the expected form of a calibration curve, which can be 

obtained from such gas measurement experiment. The reason for including such expected 

calibration curve is to show to the reader the equations that are used to derive the magnitude of 

the x and y axis from the experimental gas measurement data. Following is the description of the 

process by which noise information was derived from the experimental data and also the 

measured data is presented against the theoretical noise calculation in order to show its 

agreement. 

To get the noise figure associated with a particular concentration measurement in this case 0ppm, 

indication no measurable CO2 present in the gas cell see Figure 6-9 (a), first 200 second worth of 

data was collected from both the active and the reference channel of the detector. The standard 

deviation value of each channel output is then divided by the mean value of the time series data 

of 200 seconds. In order to compare the measured noise figure of both the active and the 

reference channel one has to take the NEP, Responsivity of each channel at a specific modulation 

frequency, along with the detect source output power value at the same modulation frequency 

and divide the whole thing with the measurement bandwidth of the system, which was three 

second. Following is the equation to calculate the individual channel noise: 

@
.

3

Modulation frequency

NEP

Responsivity Source power at detector
Channel noise

  
  
  


 
 
 
 

 (6.1) 
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See Table 6-1 for a comparison between the calculated and the measured value of the SN 

performance of the bench-top NDIR gas sensor. 

 

Figure 6-10. Time series of different combinations (a) pyroelectric detector and microbulb 

modulated at 1Hz (b) pyroelectric and membrane source modulated at 1Hz (c) thermopile 

and a membrane source modulated at 1Hz and (d) thermopile and membrane source 

modulated at 5Hz 

 

Figure 6-10 shows the gas measurement data obtained through different combinations of source 

and detector. It is clear from Figure 6-10 (a) standard combination that is a microbulb and a dual 

channel pyroelectric detector does indeed perform poor in terms of its signal to noise ratio 

(SNR), which in turn results in higher uncertainty in terms of the measured gas concentration 

compared to the other combinations that are displayed on Figure 6-10. The best SNR 
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performance was obtained using the Heimann thermopile detector with the membrane source 

modulated at 5Hz, Figure 6-10 (d). This proves two points 1) the new development in mid-IR 

source and detector does indeed produces better result. 2) A source that operates at lower 

temperature and does not have any visible emission coupled with detectors that can be modulated 

at frequencies > 3Hz does indeed reduce error in the measurement of gas concentration due to 

the improvement in the SNR. Figure 6-11 to Figure 6-14 are the analysis of gas measurement 

data from the above four combinations. The data are presented in terms of concentration Vs 

instrument normalised signal output, along with uncertainties associated with each data points 

due to SNR characteristics of each combination. 
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Figure 6-11. Gas measurement with characterised dual channel pyroelectric detector and a 

micro bulb electronically modulated at 1Hz. (a) shows the full range of measurement(0-

200000ppm) on a log-log scale, note that two sets of data are shown hence lines are crossing 

(b) shows the expanded low concentration measurement on a linear scale in order to clearly 

display the uncertainties that are arising from the resulting SNR of this combination source 

and detector (c) Full range of measurement (0-200000ppm) on a linear scale, plot shows 

uncertainties decreases as the concentration increases 
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Figure 6-12. Gas measurement with characterised dual channel pyroelectric detector and a 

membrane source electronically modulated at 1Hz. (a) shows the full range of 

measurement (0-200000ppm) on a log-log scale (b) shows the expanded low concentration 

measurement on a linear scale in order to clearly display the uncertainties that are arising 

from the resulting SNR of this combination source and detector 

 

 

Figure 6-13Gas measurement with characterised dual channel thermopile detector and a 

membrane source electronically modulated at 1Hz. (a) shows the full range of 

measurement (0-200000ppm) on a log-log scale (b) expanded low concentration 

measurement on a linear scale in order to clearly display the uncertainties that are arising 

from the resulting SNR of this combination source and detector 
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Figure 6-14Gas measurement with characterised dual channel thermopile detector and a 

membrane source electronically modulated at 5Hz. (a) shows the full range of 

measurement (0-200000ppm) on a log-log scale (b) expanded low concentration 

measurement on a linear scale in order to clearly display the uncertainties that are arising 

from the resulting SNR of this combination source and detector 

 

By looking at Figure 6-11 to Figure 6-14 it becomes clear how SNR rating of an NDIR CO2 gas 

sensor is dependent on the careful selection of the source and detector combination. The 

uncertainties in the gas concentration measurement that results from poor SNR value are linked 

to the specific characteristics of the source and detector. Furthermore by utilising and 

characterising different novel mid-IR source and detectors we have made an improvement in gas 

measurement in terms of the NDIR sensor’s low concentration sensitivity. Table 6-1shows the 

measured and calculated SNR value of the Active and the reference channel of the detector based 

on different experimental conditions. The measured value of the SNR was derives from the gas 

measurement data for each combination (microbulb and pyroelectric detector and thermopile and 

membrane type source) by taking the ratio of the mean to standard deviation of a signal (output 

voltage from the each channel of the particular detector). 
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Table 6-1. Summary of SNR value of different combinations 

Combination Active 

Channel 

measured 

SNR 

Active 

channel 

calculated 

SNR 

Reference 

channel 

measured 

SNR 

Reference 

channel 

calculated 

SNR 

Power received at the 

detector at 1Hz 

(Microbulb) / W 

Dual channel Pyroelectric 

detector and microbulb 1Hz      

modulation 

1.2×10-3 

 

6.6×10-5 

 

2.1×10-3 

 

2.8×10-4 

 

4.1×10-4 

 

     Power received at the 

detector at 1Hz 

(Membrane source) / W 

Dual channel Pyroelectric 

detector and membrane 

source 1Hz modulation 

1.7×10-3 

 

3.3×10-4 

 

8.4×10-4 

 

1.4×10-3 

 

8.3×10-5 

 

Dual channel Thermopile 

detector and membrane 

source 1Hz modulation 

7.8×10-4 

 

1.8×10-3 

 

1.4×10-3 

 

3.1×10-3 

 

8.3×10-5 

 

     Power received at the 

detector at 5Hz 

(Membrane source) / W 

Dual channel Thermopile 

detector and membrane 

source 5Hz modulation 

4.2×10-4 

 

1.5×10-3 

 

3.8×10-4 

 

3.1×10-3 

 

6.7×10-5 

 

 

The combination of membrane source with the thermopile detector and with pyroelectric detector 

gives better response than the combination of microbulb and pyroelectric detector. It is suspected 

that because microbulb is a broadband source and has a higher operating temperature, therefore 

the use of such source also results in the heating of the detector. This on the other hand shows up 

as noise on the detectors reference and on the active channel. In contrast the membrane source is 

said to have (according to the manufacturer) lower operating temperature and has the source 

emission spectrum specifically designed to be used in an NDIR CO2 gas sensor. It can be also 

seen from the Figure 6-10 that comparing to Figure 6-10 (a) Figure 6-10 (b), (c) and (d) 

substantially less detector noise. The best result was obtained when the membrane source was 

modulated at 5Hz. Although there was drop a in the source output, however the Heimann dual 

channel detector from the detector characterisation work in chapter four was found to have 

modulation capability above 5Hz, therefore at higher modulation rate (greater than the standard 
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1Hz modulation) it showed no substantial degradation in SNR and resulted in a detection limit of 

10ppm. With other combination it was not possible to have such level detection limit. 

6.6 Gas measurement using the novel SensorChip
TM

 device in its 

recommended configuration 

In order to have a complete set of gas measurement data from all the characterised detectors it 

was decided to include SensorChip in its recommended configuration in the developed bench-top 

NDIR gas sensor for the purpose of gas measurement. Following is a description of the setup 

procedure. 

The characterised SensorChip
TM

 was used in its manufacturer recommended configuration with 

its specific driving circuit, a gold coated retro reflective mirror if 12mm focal length was placed 

opposite to the SensorChip
TM

 (note the path length is 12mm which is different from the standard 

set of gas measurement setup of 30mm used for all the preceding gas measurement), a ±10VDC 

was supplied to the recommended driving circuit by the Well 413D power supply, the signal 

from the electronic drive circuit was feed to a Stanford Research SR560 low noise voltage 

amplifier (DC coupled, with low pass filer of 10Hz with 6dB roll, in differential mode with a 

gain of 5000), the output of the SR560 voltage amplifier was supplied to a Pico digital storage 

oscilloscope from where the gas measurement data was recorded using a PC see Figure 6-15 and 

Figure 6-16 for the gas measurement data.  
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Gas in Gas out 

Gas cell 

Retro reflective mirror 

SensorChip
TM 

Driving circuit 

SR560 Pico 

oscilloscope 

PC 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) (d) 

Figure 6-15. (a) Shows the path length and the way SensorCipTM was placed in the gas cell, (b) shows the recommended driving circuit 

(d) voltage amplifier and oscilloscope used and (d) the schematic diagram of the setup 
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Looking at Figure 6-16 it is clear that the device in its present configuration is not good for 

application in the low level CO2 detection. 

6.7 Industrial trial 

The bench-top NDIR CO2 gas sensor was also tested in an industrial gas sensing environment in 

order to observe device performance as an industrial NDIR CO2 sensing instrument. The bench-

top NDIR CO2 gas sensor’s industrial trial was carried out at the premises of Alphasense Ltd. 

Two different tests were carried out the first test was to see how the developed bench-top NDIR 

sensor copes with standard industrial measurement electronics, comparing to the high quality 

laboratory instrument. This test was carried out to observe if there is any degradation in the 

instrument performance with respect to the specification as outlined in chapter one Table 1-2. On 

the first test the NDIR sensor was first zeroed through N2 purge. Once the instrument zero was 

established then varying concentration of CO2 (200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 

7000, 8000, 9000, 10000, 20000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 80000, 120000, 160000, 200000, 

Figure 6-16. Gas measurement with novel characterised SensorChipTM device. 
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400000, 600000, 800000 and 1000000ppm) was measured. The 0 to 10000ppm concentration 

was made by mixing 1% bottle of CO2 with N2, from 20000 to 100000ppm CO2 was measured 

by mixing 100% CO2 with N2.  

The setup for the Alphasense’s source drive voltage was 5Volts approximately 50 to 60mA at 

2Hz modulation frequency. The duty cycle was maintained at 50%. On the detector side the raw 

active and reference signals are composed of DC offset voltage (typically 0.7 V - 1.0 V) with a 

small (~20 - 50 mV peak-to-peak) superimposed response signal alternating in phase with the 

source drive voltage. The alternating signal should be extracted and amplified in order to obtain a 

measure of the peak-to-peak amplitude of this oscillating component. This peak-to-peak 

amplitude can then be used to determine the gas concentration.  
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Figure 6-17. (a) Shows the gas measurement result using Aphasens’s proprietary 

measurement circuit (b) shows the measurement result with same steps of concentration 

but with standard laboratory measurement instrument 

  

 

On the other hand the setup for the standard laboratory measurement process, where for source a 

tungsten filament lamp was used and for detector a dual channel pyroelectric detector was used 

with set up and drive condition as described in section 6.4. 
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From Figure 6-17 (a) and (b) it is clear that the developed bench-top NDIR gas sensor gives a 

better result when it is used with standard laboratory measurement instruments. When used with 

Alphasense’s measurement electronics there seems to be an increase in electronic noise which 

makes it difficult to make a low concentration CO2 measurement. On both setup as described in 

Figure 6-17 (a) and (b) the instrument response seem to loose resolution on the higher 

concentration. The effect is more prominent on Figure 6-17 (a) due to the presence of increased 

electronics noise. This loss in the developed NDIR sensor’s resolution can be attributed to the 

use of broadband source (polychromatic source) where Beer-Lambert law is valid for 

monochromatic source. 

The second test was to see if the bench-top NDIR shows any temperature dependency when the 

device was used to make gas measurement at different temperatures (-30
o
C to 60

o
C). At each 

temperature setting four different gas concentrations were measured and these four 

concentrations (50000, 40,000, 20,000 and 5000ppm) were repeated at all different temperatures 

in order to see any drift in the measurement, note for the temperature cycling experiment the 

developed NDIR gas sensor was driven as described previously on the first industrial gas 

measurement trial. Figure 6-18 shows the result of the gas measurement at different 

temperatures. It can be seen from the result that at 40
o
C the wax seal inside the bench-top NDIR 

gas sensor starts to melt and as a result optical alignment was disturbed and the NDIR sensor 

stopped producing gas measurement result. 
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Figure 6-18. Effect of temperature on gas measurement from -30oC to +50oC using the 

developed bench-top NDIR gas sensor 

 

6.8 Conclusion 

The gas measurement results shows the performance of a standard NDIR CO2 gas sensor can 

indeed benefit from utilisation of the latest development that are at present taking place in the 

areas of mid-IR source and detector technology. It was also observed that any new components 

i.e. mid-IR sources or detectors that are to be used in an NDIR gas sensor need to be 

characterised accordingly. This is so that the designer / manufacturer of the NDIR sensor through 

this characterisation process will gain an understanding of how their choice of specific 

components for the NDIR sensor can improve or limit the actual sensitivity of the gas sensor. 

The study shows that the present standard design of the NDIR gas sensor is not a properly 

optimised sensor system. Therefore the objective of this thesis was to investigate the underlying 

relationship that exist between the different components of the NDIR CO2 gas sensor, to develop 

a method for characterising such components and also to provide a laboratory based bench-top 
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NDIR CO2 gas sensor that provide important performance data to any manufacturer or a designer 

of CO2 NDIR gas sensor who may wish to understand the NDIR principles, its limitations, and 

its applications.  
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7. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

7.1. Thesis summary and conclusion 

This thesis is laid out with an objective to better understand the relationship that exists between 

different components of an NDIR CO2 gas sensor. The understanding has resulted in better 

design of an NDIR CO2 gas sensor. A novel bench-top NDIR CO2 gas sensor has been 

developed. The device allows one to compare different combinations of sources and detectors 

and see how it can influence the sensors overall gas concentration measurement capability along 

with the sensors repeatability. This thesis also describes methodologies by which one can 

characterise mid-IR sources and detectors from an application point of view. Application specific 

device characteristics (mid-IR source and detector) are important from NDIR sensor 

manufacturing point of view comparing to the standard set of data that are available from mid-IR 

source and detector manufacturers. Application specific device characteristics show the 

effectiveness of different NDIR gas sensor components (mid-IR source, detector and filters) 

from an actual gas measurement point of view. 

The developed bench-top NDIR CO2 has a lowest limit of CO2 detection of <10ppm 

(background / room CO2 level is 400ppm) when using a membrane source at a modulation 

frequency of 5Hz and Heimann dual channel thermopile detector, see chapter 6 for the results. At 

7 
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the low CO2 concentration region (0 ppm to 20 ppm) the developed bench-top NDIR sensor is 

limited by the low frequency 1/f noise along with the electronic noise of the detector. At the 

higher end of the CO2 concentration (10
3
 ppm to 10

5
 ppm) the developed NDIR sensor shows an 

apparent deviation from its linear operating regime, this is because the governing principle of the 

NDIR sensor is defined by the Beer-Lambert principle and it is defined for monochromatic 

sources, where in the developed NDIR sensor a polychromatic source (tungsten filament lamp / 

thin-film source) is used [1]. In a commercial sensor interpolation would be used for the purpose 

of linearization [2]. The developed bench-top NDIR sensor was also used in industrial CO2 gas 

sensing trial. Here the developed NDIR sensor demonstrates that as well as being a platform 

where it could be used as a NDIR gas sensor performance analyser, the developed sensor can 

also be integrated easily with standard industrial measurement system to carryout standard CO2 

sensing. 

7.2. Future work 

The developed bench-top NDIR gas sensor shows a lowest level of CO2 detection capability of 

10 ppm along with good degree of repeatability. This lowest limit of detection can be further 

improved by further optimising the optical setup (increasing source intensity by using focusing 

optics also by coating the inner wall of the gas cell with mid-IR reflective coatings). This would 

insure a further improvement on optical signal.  

On the detector side detector electronic noise along with the detectors thermal noise can be 

minimised by customising the input filter characteristics which can effectively counter the 

electronic and thermal noise of the detector. Two methods can be investigated in this respect, 

firstly phase sensitive detection method. Through phase sensitive detection (PSD) it was 
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demonstrated in chapter 6 that the detector electronic noise was minimised see Figure 6 – 15 (a) 

where standard industrial measurement electronics was used and (b) where each channel of the 

detector (reference and the measurement channel) signal were passed through a separate lock-in 

amplifier (Lock-in amplifier uses PSD). Secondly by keeping the thermal detector at a constant 

temperature one can ensure a less noisy (thermal noise) performance of the detector. This would 

also improve NDIR gas sensor SNR performance and reduce its dependency from the 

environmental temperature fluctuation. 

At the industrial trial the developed bench-top NDIR sensor showed a significant drift of 

instrument zero reference point in temperature cycling experiment over time see Figure 6 – 16 in 

chapter 6. There exist different techniques which can counter this drift in the instrument zero, 

mostly these tends to be software based. However a closer inspection is necessary in order to 

quantify the source of this drift. 

It has been shown in chapter 4 how amplitude modulation technique can be applied to ICX 

SensorChip
TM

, when the device is working like a micro-bolometer. The experimental results in 

chapter 4 shows how SensorChip
TM

 can be modulated at frequencies >5Hz, and make 

improvements in the devices detectivity. The result in chapter 4 also indicates that perhaps a 

bolometer as a thermal detector with amplitude modulation can be considered as a viable 

detector in an NDIR gas sensor with good level of detectivity. However for this further 

investigation is needed in this area. ICX SensorChip
TM

 which acts as a NDIR gas sensor on a 

MEMS 2D metallo photonic crystal chip, was also used (according to the manufacturer operation 

guideline) in CO2 gas measurement see chapter 6. The result shows the device do not perform 

well below 38000ppm. It may produce a better result if one is to apply amplitude modulation to 
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the ICX SensorChip
TM

 as described in chapter 4 and repeated the same gas measurement using 

ICX SensorChip
TM

. 
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A. Apendix 1 

 
Figure A-1. LabVIEW front panel for the NDIR CO2 sensor data analysis software 
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Figure A-2. LabVIEW block diagram code for the NDIR CO2 sensor data analysis software 

 
 

 


